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Abstract
UDC 004.5:616.831-073-71(043.2)
No.: MAG II/394
EEG signal processing and classification for advanced
human-machine interfaces
Gal Gorjup
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digital filtering
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classification
EEG-based human-machine interfaces offer an alternative means of interaction with
the environment that relies solely on interpreting brain activity. They can not only
significantly improve the life quality of people with neuromuscular disabilities, but also
present a wide range of opportunities for industrial and commercial adoption. This the-
sis focuses on processing and classification of motor imagery EEG recordings. The used
data consisted of three data sets, two of which were recorded within this project. A soft-
ware framework that supports EEG signal filtering, feature extraction and classification
was developed and successfully used. Selected instances of FIR and IIR digital filters
were implemented and compared, showing that the latter was more appropriate for the
current application. Several feature extraction methods were implemented, including
band power, autoregressive modelling, Hjorth parameters and FFT-based features. An
LDA-based linear classification method was implemented and tests have shown that
it performs best with the band power features. Additionally, an LSTM-based neural
classification method was implemented and optimised in terms of architecture shape,
learning rate and weight decay parameters. Through optimisation, it was found that
this method also performs best with band power features. The implemented classifiers
were compared based on the band power feature, using the available data sets recorded
with wet and dry electrodes, with monopolar and bipolar montage. The two methods
achieved similar performance in terms of prediction accuracy, although the linear clas-
sifier was for the given data and training approach found to be favourable due to its
robustness and low complexity.
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Razsˇirjen Izvlecˇek
UDK 004.5:616.831-073-71(043.2)
Tek. sˇtev.: MAG II/394
Procesiranje in klasifikacija EEG signalov za napredne
vmesnike cˇlovek-stroj
Gal Gorjup
Kljucˇne besede: elektroencefalografija
vmesnik cˇlovek-stroj
vmesnik mozˇgani-stroj
zamiˇsljanje gibanja
digitalno filtriranje
izlusˇcˇanje znacˇilk
klasifikacija
Elektroencefalografija (EEG) je neinvazivna metoda za merjenje elektricˇne mozˇganske
aktivnosti na povrsˇini glave in se uporablja predvsem v medicini, vse bolj pa tudi
v inzˇenirskih dejavnostih. Prek posnetih signalov je mogocˇe sklepati o aktivnosti
vecˇjih grucˇ nevronov pod elektrodami, ki dajejo informacije o elektricˇnem stanju v
mozˇganih posameznika (njegovem mentalnem stanju). Z izbranimi miselnimi vajami
(npr. zamiˇsljeno premikanje udov) lahko posameznik spreminja aktivnost nevron-
skih grucˇ, kar z ustrezno interpretacijo posnetih EEG signalov omogocˇa neposredno
mozˇgansko kontrolo sistemov oz. prenos informacij. Taksˇni sistemi lahko bistveno
izboljˇsajo kvaliteto zˇivljenja ljudem, ki zaradi medicinskih razlogov niso zmozˇni miˇsicˇne
manipulacije, prilozˇnosti za uporabo pa so tudi v industrijskih ali domacˇih okoljih.
V tem delu je poudarek na procesiranju in klasifikaciji EEG signalov na podlagi miselne
vaje (mentalne strategije) zamiˇsljanja gibanja. Zamiˇsljanje gibanja ima na gibalni cen-
ter v mozˇganih priblizˇno enak vpliv kot dejansko gibanje, spremembe pa so zaznavne
kot amplitudne modulacije v dolocˇenih frekvencˇnih pasovih. Ker je gibalni center pros-
torsko osredotocˇen na razlicˇne dele telesa, je mogocˇe z ustrezno postavitvijo elektrod
in izbiro udov razlikovati med razlicˇnimi razredi zamiˇsljanja gibanja. Najpogosteje se
v ta namen uporabljata leva in desna roka, z ustrezno gostoto elektrod pa je mogocˇe
razlocˇiti tudi nogi ter jezik.
xiii
V delu so bili uporabljeni trije podatkovni nizi, ki so se razlikovali v postavitvi in vrsti
elektrod. Prvi niz je bil posnet profesionalno in pridobljen z dovoljenjem avtorjev.
Uporabljen je bil za preizkusˇanje implementiranih metod in koncˇno primerjavo metod
klasifikacije. Preostala dva niza sta bila posneta v okviru projekta za potrebe primer-
jave metod klasifikacije, in sicer z mokrimi in suhimi elektrodami v monopolarni ter
bipolarni postavitvi.
V okviru projekta je bil razvit in preizkusˇen programski okvir ki podpira glavne korake
procesiranja in interpretacije EEG signalov: filtriranje, izlusˇcˇanje znacˇilk ter klasi-
fikacijo. Glavni namen filtracije je odstranjevanje sˇuma in drugih nezazˇeljenih arte-
faktov. V naslednjem koraku se iz signalov izlusˇcˇijo znacˇilke, ki jedrnato opisujejo
bistvene lastnosti signala. V stopnji klasifikacije se na podlagi znacˇilk signali razdelijo
v razrede, prek katerih je nato mogocˇe nadaljnje krmiljenje sistemov.
V okviru filtracije sta bili zasnovani dve vrsti filtrov za procesiranje cˇasovnih vrst, in
sicer iz skupin digitalnih filtrov s koncˇnim in neskoncˇnim impulznim odzivom. Eksper-
imenti so pokazali, da je za to aplikacijo bolj primerna druga skupina. Za enega od
podatkovnih nizov je bil razvit tudi Laplace-ov prostorski filter.
Implementiranih je bilo tudi vecˇ metod za izlusˇcˇanje znacˇilk, vkljucˇno z metodami
frekvencˇne pasovne mocˇi, avtoregresivnega modeliranja, Hjorth parametrov ter znacˇilk
na podlagi hitre Fourierove transformacije. V okviru avtoregresivnega modeliranja je
bila izvedena primerjava sˇtevilnih metod aproksimacije, kakor tudi iskanje primerne
velikosti modela za obravnavani podatkovni niz. Uporabnost implementiranih metod
je bila ocenjena vzporedno s primerjavo metod klasifikacije.
V okviru klasifikacije sta bili preizkusˇeni in primerjani dve metodi. Prva je temeljila
na linearni analizi diskriminant, za katero se je izkazalo da je najbolj ucˇinkovita
v povezavi z metodo frekvencˇne pasovne mocˇi na obravnavanih podatkovnih nizih.
Druga metoda klasifikacije je temeljila na nevronskih mrezˇah z dolgim kratkorocˇnim
spominom (LSTM). Za optimalno delovanje je bila izvedena dvostopenjska optimizacija
hiperparametrov mrezˇe, ki so opisovali njeno arhitekturo, hitrost ucˇenja ter regular-
izacijo utezˇi. V procesu te optimizacije je bilo dognano, da tudi pri tej metodi najboljˇse
rezultate prinasˇajo znacˇilke frekvencˇne pasovne mocˇi.
Metodi klasifikacije sta bili primerjani na vseh treh podatkovnih nizih, kjer so bile
uporabljene znacˇilke frekvencˇne pasovne mocˇi. Primerjava je pokazala, da sta pri vecˇini
testiranih subjektov metodi enako uspesˇni v smislu tocˇnosti napovedovanja razredov
zamiˇsljenega gibanja, v nekaterih primerih pa linearna metoda prinasˇa tudi nekoliko
boljˇse rezultate. Zakljucˇeno je bilo, da je linearna metoda klasifikacije zaradi robust-
nosti in precej manjˇse kompleksnosti bolj primerna od metode na osnovi nevronskih
mrezˇ pri danih podatkovnih nizih in nacˇrtu eksperimentov.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
There are many ways in which one can interact with their environment which includes
computers and other man-made machinery. One can issue commands and convey
information by means of mechanical manipulation, voice control, or even recording
and interpreting body movement.
Most of these interfaces rely on muscle activity that follows instructions issued by
the brain. A person with a medical condition that hinders their muscle manipulation
abilities might not be able to use such interfaces and interact with the environment,
even though their mind is perfectly capable of such actions. Furthermore, one can
have control over their muscles but still wish to interact with their environment in a
different fashion.
Electroencephalography (EEG) provides the means to circumvent the default neu-
romuscular communication pathways and interpret the brain’s activity directly. By
recording electrical activity on the surface of the head, it is possible to obtain in-
formation about activity of larger groups of neurons in the brain and thus also of
an individual’s mental state. Through EEG signal processing and classification, this
mental state can be determined and used for information transfer and system control.
Many mental strategies, signal processing and classification methods have already been
developed with the goal of increasing reliability and information transfer rate of EEG-
based human-machine interfaces (HMI), but this is still an active research area with
growing popularity.
Through research in the field of brain-computer interaction and EEG signal interpre-
tation, affordable EEG-based human-machine interfaces that provide mental control of
various systems might become widely accepted as a reliable human-machine interface.
Patients with neuromuscular disabilities could use them for communication and con-
trol of wheelchairs, prosthetic limbs and various household appliances, making their
life significantly more comfortable. Such interfaces could also be utilised in industry for
controlling machinery when one’s hands are full, perhaps even monitoring the mental
state of employees to provide a healthy work environment. A commercial adoption may
also be possible, where the interface would be used in common households, for example
to control temperature, light or any other appliance that requires human interaction.
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1.2. Thesis Goals
The goal of this thesis is to implement a software framework and selected methods for
EEG signal processing and classification based on motor imagery, and compare their
performance on data sets recorded with wet and dry electrodes, with monopolar and
bipolar montage.
State of the art methods in the fields of motor imagery-based EEG signal filtering, fea-
ture extraction and classification should be examined. The developed software frame-
work should allow simple expansion and intuitive use. Selected implemented processing
methods (filtering and feature extraction) should be tested and validated. For the final
comparison, a linear classification method should be implemented and validated. In
addition, a new method of EEG signal classification based on neural networks (deep
learning) should be implemented and optimised. The classification methods, along with
their respective filtering and feature extraction procedures, should be compared based
on their performance in motor imagery data classification. The data for comparison
should be diverse, coming from different subjects to provide a good comparison basis.
1.3. Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 1. Introduction presents the motiva-
tion for this project and its goals. Chapter 2. EEG and EEG-Based Human-Machine
Interfaces lays the foundations by briefly presenting the concept of EEG-based human-
machine interfaces, explaining the sources and features of processed signals, recording
methods and basic processing approaches. In chapter 3. Data Set Descriptions, the
recording parameters and structure of data sets used in the project are described.
Design and structure of the software supporting implemented processing methods is
presented in chapter 4. Software Framework. Chapter 5. Signal Filtering focuses on sig-
nal pre-processing and noise reduction methods. The chapter provides a more thorough
overview of the field and examines some recent research performed in the area. The
implemented filtering approaches are then presented in terms of their implementation
methods, with additional testing and analysis procedures for selected approaches. The
following, chapter 6. Feature Extraction, has a similar structure as the former while
focusing on methods of extracting meaningful descriptions of examined data called
features. The chapter begins with a more detailed description of fundamentals and
literature review in the field of feature extraction and continues to thoroughly describe
each of the implemented methods. Chapter 7. Classification examines methods for
signal classification based on the features extracted from data. A linear and neural
network based approach to classification are presented, along with the field funda-
mentals and a review of recent research. The chapter concludes with a comparison
of the two approaches and a real time experiment presentation. Finally, chapter 8.
Conclusion provides a summary of the work and examines possible improvements and
opportunities for future expansions of the project.
The thesis thus follows a natural chapter division with respect to the research goals,
where each of the examined fields is described as a whole.
2
2. EEG and EEG-Based
Human-Machine Interfaces
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive method for recording electric activity
of the brain, where the data is collected by means of electrodes positioned on the
scalp. The obtained voltage signal is very weak and requires amplification before digital
conversion and storage. Further steps generally consist of noise reduction procedures,
followed by methods for interpreting the obtained data which are governed by the
target application.
EEG can be used in a variety of applications, most prominent being the medical as-
pect of brain examination. However, electroencephalography can also be interesting in
engineering fields, where the emphasis is made on interpreting brain activity and inter-
facing with external systems. Such applications are generally termed Brain-Computer
Interfaces (BCI), which encompass not only EEG-based communication, but also other
methods of reading brain activity which are not the focus of this thesis.
This chapter begins by presenting the structure of a generic EEG-based human-machine
interface and then continues to describe its relevant components in more detail.
2.1. EEG-Based Human-Machine Interfaces
The idea of an EEG-based human-machine interface (alternatively brain-computer in-
terface or BCI) is interpreting recorded EEG signals to find the subject’s intent and
allow him to convey information or control a system directly with his brain. In addition
to medical applications, this concept can also prove useful in industry or commercial
environments, where it could be used for hands-free command issuing or monitoring
an individual’s mental state while performing various tasks.
The structure of a generic EEG-based human-machine interface can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.1. The user’s intent, combined with optional feedback from the target application
and state of the environment, triggers changes in neural activity of their brain. This
activity generates a time dependent electric field, which is converted to a digital signal
by means of electroencephalography (EEG). The digital signal is then appropriately
processed to decode the user’s intent or mental state. This can be used as a control
signal for any target application, which can influence the state of the environment and
may or may not provide feedback to the user. Apart from the feedback, a BCI applica-
tion may rely on external stimulus that is given to the user for triggering event related
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potentials in the brain which have well known shapes and can be effectively used in
classification [1].
Figure 2.1: Structure of a generic EEG-based human-machine interface.
Several EEG-based BCI’s have already been developed [2], exploiting different brain
signal features and mental strategies (further described in the following section).
2.2. Brain Signals for EEG-Based Human-Machine
Interfaces
This section describes the origins of brain signals used in EEG-based human-machine
interfaces, their attributes and mental strategies used for their manipulation.
2.2.1. Origins
The human brain consists of approximately 86 billion neurons that form intricate net-
works required to control the body and support conscious thought. A single neuron
receives and integrates inputs obtained from its connections, and then transmits the
result down its axon in the form of an action potential [1]. This information exchange
is in its essence a flow of ions that can have positive or negative polarity. If several neu-
rons are firing simultaneously, the ion flow can produce an electric field strong enough
that it can be detected as a voltage change by electrodes on the surface of the head.
The detected voltage difference on the scalp therefore depends on the number of neu-
rons activating in synchrony - in fact, only the activity of considerably large neuron
clusters can be measured on the surface of the head. Figure 2.2 depicts cerebrum
division into regions dedicated to specific tasks. The frontal lobe has several responsi-
bilities, including planning, memory and motor tasks (executed in the dedicated motor
cortex). The parietal lobe mainly manages sensory information. The primary task of
the occipital lobe is processing visual information, which is executed in the visual cor-
tex. The temporal cortex plays an important role in keeping visual memory, processing
auditory input and emotion association.
For the purpose of EEG signal acquisition, the larger cortices, for example the motor
or visual cortices, are of particular interest. These regions contain large numbers of
neurons working towards a common task, resulting in a sufficiently strong electric field
to convey meaningful information about their underlying activity.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of cerebral regions. Image retrieved from [3].
2.2.2. Signal Features
The recorded signals contain information about a subject’s brain activity, which is en-
coded as features in the time and frequency domain [1]. In the time domain, recorded
voltage levels are examined with respect to an event or stimulus. When changes in volt-
age are time locked to a specific event, they are called event-related potentials (ERP).
In the frequency domain, voltage oscillations at defined frequencies are examined. The
amplitudes at these frequencies are related to activity of the underlying cortices.
2.2.2.1. Event-Related Potentials
Event-related potentials are divided into three main groups: visual evoked potentials,
slow cortical potentials and P300 evoked potentials. Visual evoked potentials (VEP)
occur shortly after a visual stimulus and depend on its properties. If the stimulus is
periodic, the potentials stabilise and exhibit the same frequency as the stimulus, which
can be used in BCI applications [4,5]. Slow cortical potentials occur 0.5 s to 10 s after
the stimulus and are probably related to mental preparation or inhibition [1]. These
potentials can also be detected and used as a means of information transfer [6]. The
P300 potential occurs after an event that is infrequent and anticipated by the subject.
The shape of this potential is very well known and widely used in spelling BCIs, where
the infrequent events are flashing letters in an array [7, 8].
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2.2.2.2. Brain Rhythms
Besides event related potentials, EEG signals also exhibit oscillations at specific fre-
quencies. These so-called brain rhythms have been historically categorised into groups
based on their frequency bands [9]. The groups can be seen in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Brain rhythms.
Brain
rhythm
Frequency
band [Hz]
Characteristics
Delta 0− 4 Related to sleep and anaesthesia.
Theta 4− 7 Tends to appear in meditative or sleeping states in adults.
Alpha 8− 13
Indicates an idling state of the visual, somato-motor or
temporal cortex (depending on recording location). Al-
pha rhythms recorded over the somatosensory and motor
cortices are also called mu rhythms.
Beta 15− 30 Associated with concentration and motor tasks, occur-
ring also after movement.
Gamma > 30
Related to the synchronisation of various cortical areas
in cognitive tasks.
For the purpose of EEG-based interfaces, especially the alpha (mu) and beta rhythms
are interesting because of their connection to motor tasks. It has been shown that
physical and even imagined body part movement induces a lowering of mu and beta
rhythm amplitudes in the motor cortex region associated with the body part [10,
11]. This phenomenon is called Event-Related Desynchronisation (ERD) and likely
appears because neurons in the focus region start working asynchronously to prepare
complex motor commands. Conversely, a mu and beta rhythm amplitude increase can
be detected in the ”unused” regions of the cortex, where neurons are idling and fire
synchronously. This increase in amplitudes is called Event-Related Synchronisation
(ERS). The rhythms can be consciously controlled and several BCIs based on this
principle have already been developed [12,13].
2.2.3. Mental Strategies
To successfully use a BCI, one must be able to consciously manipulate the brain sig-
nal features described above. The manipulation methods or mental strategies can be
completely internal or rely on external stimulus.
2.2.3.1. Selective Attention
Selective attention is generally used to manipulate event-related potentials and mostly
relies on external stimuli. It requires the subject to mentally focus on a stimulus
that in some way alters his brain signal features. When manipulating visual evoked
potentials, for instance, an array of lights flashing at different frequencies can be used
as a stimulus. The subject focuses on his chosen light source and its frequency is
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reflected in the recorded signals [4,5]. Another example is inducing the P300 potential
with an array of letters where rows and columns flash randomly. The subject focuses
on his chosen letter and whenever the appropriate row or column flashes, the P300
potential can be detected and the subject’s desired letter found [7, 8].
2.2.3.2. Motor Imagery
As mentioned in 2.2.2.2. Brain Rhythms, movement affects the amplitudes of mu and
beta rhythms in different regions of the motor cortex [10, 11]. It has also been found
that just imagining movement triggers similar responses in the motor cortex [14] and
this mechanism is widely used in BCIs. Motor imagery is therefore a mental strategy
for manipulating brain rhythms related to motor tasks, where the subject imagines
movement of body parts. The cortex regions of imagined body parts must be ap-
propriately distanced from each other to allow detection with scalp electrodes. Most
commonly, the left and right hand movement is used [15], but other body parts (such
as tongue and feet) can also be distinguished with denser electrode arrays [16,17].
2.3. EEG Signal Recording
Electroencephalography as a process is presented in Figure 2.3 (expanding the EEG
block in Figure 2.1). The electric field generated by neuron activity is converted to
a voltage signal through the use of electrodes positioned on the scalp. There are
several types of EEG electrodes to choose from, each with their own advantages and
shortcomings. Different positioning and derivation methods influence the amount of
noise and artefacts in the recorded signal, as well as its flexibility for further processing.
The voltage differences are amplified and converted to digital data for further usage.
Figure 2.3: EEG process flow (expansion of the EEG block in Figure 2.1).
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2.3.1. Electrode Types
For EEG applications, one can choose between active and passive electrodes. An ac-
tive electrode is built with a pre-amplifier and supporting circuitry on the electrode
itself, improving signal quality and dismissing the need for additional skin prepara-
tion. However, such electrodes are large and often quite expensive. The alternative is
passive electrodes, which come with no additional circuitry. They are therefore more
susceptible to noise and mostly require skin preparation for effective use. They are,
however, cheaper, easy to produce and more comfortable to wear which makes them
more appropriate for commercial applications.
As mentioned above, some types of passive electrodes require skin preparation before
use and some do not. These two groups are called wet and dry electrodes respectively
(examples can be observed in Figure 2.4). As the name suggests, the wet electrodes are
used along with electrode gel that improves the quality of the contact and reduces noise
in the recordings. However, the gel is awkward to apply and often unpleasant for the
patient. Dry electrodes trade some of the contact quality for a shorter preparation time,
which makes them more practical for regular use. The subject experience still depends
on the type of dry electrodes; electrode in Figure 2.4b, for example, uses thin pins to
ensure good contact through a subject’s hair, but can become quite uncomfortable to
wear after a period of time.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Examples of a passive (a) wet electrode and (b) dry electrode.
2.3.2. Electrode Positioning and Derivation Methods
The most widely accepted electrode positioning scheme is the international 10-20 elec-
trode system [18], which can be seen in Figure 2.5. According to the system, electrodes
are marked corresponding to their underlying lobe and position above the left/right
hemisphere. The distances between adjacent electrodes are either 10% or 20% of the
total front-back or left-right distance of the skull. The basic system can be expanded
with intermediate electrodes in applications where a higher spatial resolution is desired.
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Figure 2.5: Electrode locations on the scalp according to the international 10-20
system, as defined in [18].
EEG recordings are based on voltage differences between electrodes and several deriva-
tion methods (montages) exist that define which differences should be recorded and in
what manner. Signal attributes depend significantly on the chosen electrode montage.
Some of the most commonly used derivation methods are [2, 19,20]:
– Monopolar derivation: The signal from each electrode is captured with reference
to a single reference electrode, which is most commonly behind the ear. Monopolar
recordings are more sensitive to noise and artefacts, but they allow transformation
to any of the below described montages. Those can be interpreted (and computed)
as results of applying an appropriate spatial filter to the monopolar recordings.
– Bipolar derivation: The voltage difference between two adjacent electrodes is
recorded as a single bipolar channel. With this montage, global noise does not affect
the recording as much and only local brain activity near the electrodes is detected.
It can also be viewed as a first order spatial derivative of the monopolar recordings.
– Laplacian derivation: The signal at each electrode is obtained by subtracting the
average of its neighbouring electrodes. This derivation again enhances local activity
and can also be interpreted as a second order spatial derivative of the monopo-
lar recordings (further described in section 5.3. Laplacian Derivation for Reference
Monopolar Data). The small and large variants of the Laplacian can be utilised,
where a narrower or wider circle of neighbours is used for computing the averages to
be subtracted.
– Common average reference: The average of all electrodes is subtracted from the
electrode in focus. This method is effective in reducing noise that is common to all
electrodes, for example power grid noise.
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2.4. EEG Signal Processing and Classification
Once an EEG signal is recorded in digital form, it can be interpreted through signal
processing and classification methods. The general steps in this task can be seen in
Figure 2.6 (expanding the Signal processing and classification block in Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.6: Signal processing and classification task flow (expansion of the Signal
processing and classification block in Figure 2.1).
The digital signal is first filtered to reduce the amount of noise and possibly remove
artefacts. The filtered signal is then subjected to feature extraction methods, which
produce concise, low dimensional descriptions of the signal - features. A chosen classi-
fication method categorises these features into predefined classes that it was previously
trained on. The class predictions can then be used as a control signal for the target
application.
EEG Signal Processing and Classification is the focus of this thesis and every step in
Figure 2.6 is examined in greater detail. The theoretical bases and state of the art
methods of these steps are therefore presented in their respective chapters: 5. Signal
Filtering, 6. Feature Extraction and 7. Classification.
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This chapter describes the three EEG data sets used in this thesis. The data sets were
recorded with different equipment and settings on separate subjects performing motor
imagery tasks.
Throughout this thesis, the data sets presented below are referred to through abbre-
viated names to avoid excessively long descriptions. The ”reference”, ”bipolar” and
”dry” data set therefore refer to the sets described in sections 3.1. Reference Monopo-
lar Data, 3.2. Recorded Bipolar Wet Data and 3.3. Recorded Monopolar Dry Data,
respectively.
3.1. Reference Monopolar Data
The first data set was recorded professionally for the purpose of a BCI competition
and is described in detail in [21]. It was used for testing and validating implemented
methods, as well as in the final classification method comparison. Although data
was recorded from nine subjects, only two were used in the testing and comparison
procedures (male subjects aged 26 and 17 years). The original data description indexes
subjects from 1 to 9, but indexing was for the purposes of this thesis shifted to go from
0 to 8. While recording, the subjects were sitting in a comfortable armchair in front of
a computer screen.
For each subject, the data used in this thesis was recorded in one session on the same
day. The session comprised of 6 runs separated by short breaks, where one run consisted
of 48 trials (recorded continuously). In every trial, the subject performed one of the
4 motor imagery tasks - imagining the movement of left hand, right hand, feet and
tongue. Altogether, the data consists of 288 trials, 72 for each MI group.
The trials followed the timing scheme presented in Figure 3.1. Each trial started
with an auditory signal and a fixation cross appeared on the screen (at t = 0 s), which
prompted the subject to focus. After 2 s, a cue indicating which class of motor imagery
the subject should perform appeared on screen. The cues were represented as arrows
pointing up, down, left or right (corresponding to the 4 MI classes) and stayed on
screen for 1.25 s. The subjects were asked to perform motor imagery until the fixation
cross disappeared at t = 6 s. After a short break, the next trial initiated. No feedback
was provided to the subjects while recording.
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Figure 3.1: Reference data trial timing scheme. Image retrieved from [21].
EEG was recorded with 22 Ag/AgCl electrodes, where electrode gel was presumably
used to improve the contact quality, although it is not specified in the description. The
electrodes were positioned corresponding to the international 10-20 system, where the
basic scheme was expanded with intermediate electrodes (as is depicted in Figure 3.2).
The inter-electrode distances were constant (3.5 cm). The monopolar derivation with
left mastoid reference was used for recording, with the right mastoid serving as ground.
Signals were sampled with 250 Hz and bandpass filtered with cut-off frequencies at 0.5
Hz and 100 Hz. An additional 50 Hz notch filter was applied to reduce grid noise. The
amplifier sensitivity was set to 100µV.
Figure 3.2: Electrode placement in the reference data set. Image retrieved from [21].
The data was stored in the General Data Format for Biosignals (GDF) [22], supported
by the Biosig library [23].
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3.2. Recorded Bipolar Wet Data
This data set was recorded for the purposes of classification method comparison in
chapter 7. Classification. Data was recorded from two able bodied male subjects aged
23 and 27, who were seated in front of a computer screen.
For each subject, the data was recorded in two runs consisting of 48 trials on the
same day. In the trials, the subject performed left and right hand motor imagery (2
classes). Altogether, the data consists of 96 trials per subject, 48 for each MI group.
The trial timing scheme was designed to follow the pattern described in section 3.1.
Reference Monopolar Data (Figure 3.1), with the exception of the auditory signal at
the beginning of each trial which was not present in these recording sessions.
An Electro-Cap International, Inc. [24] electrode cap with wet electrodes positioned
according to the international 10-20 system was used. Five pairs of electrodes were used
to produce five bipolar channels. The electrode pairs F7-T3, F3-C3, Fz-Cz, F4-C4 and
F8-T4 (refer to Figure 2.5) were chosen because of their location above the motor
cortex and the ground electrode was placed on the right mastoid. The electrodes,
as well as the conductive gel, were supplied by the cap manufacturer. The signals
from the cap electrodes were amplified and captured with the Octal Bio Amp and
the PowerLab 16/35 from AD Instruments. Both were controlled through the AD
Instruments LabChart recording software on a dedicated computer. The setup, along
with sample signals from some of the recorded channels can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Recording setup (a) and sample recorded signals (b) for bipolar wet data.
Through the LabChart software, the Octal Bio Amp amplifier sensitivity was set to 100
µV. A 50 Hz notch filter was also used to reduce power grid noise, along with a mains
filter. A high pass cut-off frequency of 0.3 Hz and a low pass cut-off frequency of 100
Hz were defined. The sampling frequency was set to 1000 Hz. Upon acquisition, a 5 Hz
- 35 Hz digital band pass filter was applied to the signal, which was then downsampled
to 250 Hz.
The recordings were stored in the form of a CSV file holding raw sample data and a
corresponding event table containing the information necessary for trial extraction and
labelling.
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3.3. Recorded Monopolar Dry Data
The final data set was also recorded for comparison purposes, with two able-bodied
male subjects aged 24 and 28 participating in the recordings.
Each subject completed 8 runs of 24 trials, recorded over the period of two days.
Subjects again performed left and right hand motor imagery (2 classes). The complete
data set for each subject consists of 192 trials, 96 for each MI group. The trial timing
scheme was again designed to follow the pattern described in section 3.1. Reference
Monopolar Data (Figure 3.1), without the auditory signal.
The signal was captured with dry reusable electrodes from Florida Research Instru-
ments, manually mounted on the Electro-Cap International, Inc. [24] electrode cap.
Electrodes at locations C3, C4, F3 and F4 (according to the international 10-20 sys-
tem, refer to Figure 2.5) were recorded in monopolar montage with reference on the left
and ground on the right mastoid. The signals were amplified and digitised with a bat-
tery powered prototype board made at Berger Neurorobotics [25], which was streaming
the data to a dedicated computer through a Bluetooth connection. The setup, along
with sample signals from some of the recorded channels can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Recording setup (a) and sample recorded signals (b) for monopolar dry
data.
The board had a fixed amplifier sensitivity of 100 µV and sampling frequency of 480
Hz. To make the recordings comparable to the first two data sets, the signals were
downsampled to 240 Hz upon acquisition.
The recordings were again stored in the form of a CSV file containing raw sample data
and a corresponding event table with trial timing and labels.
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An appropriate software framework that provided efficient and intuitive data structures
to hold the EEG data sets presented in chapter 3. Data Set Descriptions, as well
as the groundwork for signal processing and classification methods was necessary for
successfully completing the given task. This chapter reviews some of the existing and
publicly available frameworks made for this purpose, presents the design and logical
structure of the developed software and concludes with some common usage examples.
4.1. Overview of Existing Frameworks
There are not many BCI oriented software frameworks that are publicly available and
[26] briefly describes some of the more impactful examples. Below, three of the most
prominent platforms are presented.
Perhaps the most notable open source platform is the BCI2000 [27], which is a general
purpose platform for BCI research that has been in development since 2000 and is still
being maintained and expanded. It supports several data acquisition systems, signal
processing routines and experimental paradigms, based on event related potentials or
brain rhythms. The platform was written in C++, but it is also compatible with Matlab
and Python and provides comprehensive documentation for users and developers. It
has been used in many notable BCI applications [28].
As an alternative, the OpenViBE software platform for designing, testing, and using
brain-computer interfaces [29] is also widely accepted. It consists of a set of software
modules that can be integrated to develop fully functional interfaces that acquire, filter,
process, classify and visualise brain signals in real time. It offers a convenient graphical
user interface which makes it accessible to different user types.
The TOBI framework [30] aims to provide a generic set of interfaces that connects
parts of different BCI systems across multiple platforms in a standardised form. If the
framework becomes universally accepted, it will allow communication and integration
of various BCI components with minimum effort.
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4.2. Design and Structure
The developed framework is focused mainly on data manipulation and it was designed
to be intuitive and easily extendible. It supports offline data handling and method
evaluation, as well as real time signal processing and classification. It is implemented
as a collection of Python packages which contain core functionality in the form of class
hierarchies. They provide a basis for further development and functional examples that
were used in this thesis. The Python language was chosen because it is user friendly
and well supported in terms of libraries that provide high level data structures and tools
for signal processing and machine learning. Speed was not a primary objective as the
brain rhythm changes are relatively slow and highly optimised processing algorithms
would not significantly improve the overall response time. In the subsections below,
the implemented classes and their functionality is described.
4.2.1. Data Containers
Four data container classes that manage and structure data on different levels were
implemented. Their interactions are presented in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Interactions between implemented data containers for offline processing.
The DataSource class provides a simple interface for loading and managing raw exper-
imental data for multiple subjects. Support for raw data formats is currently limited
to the needs of this thesis, but it can be easily extended if necessary. Once the data is
loaded, the subject specific signals and event table (containing temporal information of
event occurrences) can be extracted and used to construct an instance of the Subject
class described below. The subject specific data can also be saved in a different format,
if desired.
The Subject class contains references to EEG channel recordings and event markers
for one subject, obtained from the DataSource class. If usage of all recorded channels
is not desired, the Subject class provides an ”active channel” selection method. If
selected, the channels are internally copied and are by default accessed through their
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name or index. This way, the raw loaded data remains untouched and all further
operations are performed only on the selected active channels. The class also provides
tools to extract event related data from the active channels, based on the information
from the subject’s event table. When processing motor imagery data, for example, left
hand MI trials can be extracted as a collection of DataWindows (described below).
The DataWindow class is the default container for a segment of EEG data. It inherits
from the numpy.ndarray [31] so the channel data in a DataWindow can be manipulated
in the same manner as an ndarray. The class additionally contains the segment label,
channel names and a container for storing features of the data segment once they
have been extracted. It defines methods for managing the extracted features, such
as controlled appending, flattening and normalisation, in addition to functionality for
splitting itself into several smaller overlapping DataWindows.
The WindowList class was designed to manage large collections of DataWindows when
performing offline processing. The class allows window selection based on label and
concatenation of window features to construct training and test sets for the classifiers,
which was in this project used for processing the labelled motor imagery trials extracted
from the Subject containers.
4.2.2. Filtering Classes
The filtering classes handle noise reduction, spatial transformations of the data and var-
ious utility tasks that operate on a similar principle. The implemented class hierarchy
is presented in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Filtering classes hierarchy.
It can be seen that all of the child classes inherit from a base Filter class. The Filter
class defines a universal apply() method, which can process any iterable container
with an arbitrary number of levels and loop through it until it reaches an underlying
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ndarray with channel data, which is then passed to the child classes. This mechanism
provides the Filter family with a common interface that can be used with any of the
implemented data containers.
The TemporalFilter class inherits from the base Filter and is, as the name suggests, a
base class for temporal filters. It allows the user to select the filtering axis and provides
means for iterating over ndarrays (presumably containing channel data) in the chosen
direction. A number of TemporalFilter child classes whose operating principles are
described in more detail in chapter 5. Signal Filtering, have been implemented:
– DigitalFilter: This class was designed to be used with the scipy.signal [32]
library. It contains the Z transform parameters of a digital filter, which can have an
infinite impulse response (IIR) or a finite impulse response (FIR). The class provides
methods to apply the filter to input data and view the filter’s impulse and frequency
responses.
– MovingAvgFilter: A simple moving average filter where the window length can be
defined. While this is essentially a specific case of an FIR digital filter, this class
simplifies its design.
– DownsamplingFilter: While not technically a filter, it provides utility for down-
sampling temporal data.
The SpatialFilter base class handles the spatial filtering aspect of EEG signal pro-
cessing, with respect to physical electrode locations on the scalp. For the purpose of
this thesis, only the TBasedFilter child class was implemented. It was designed to ap-
ply an arbitrary linear transformation to the channel data and was in this case used to
obtain the Laplacian derivation from monopolar data (further described in chapter 5.
Signal Filtering).
4.2.3. Feature Extraction Classes
The feature extraction classes are dedicated to computing features from multichannel
EEG signal segments and follow a relatively straightforward hierarchy which consists
of a base FeatureExtractor class and its children.
The base FeatureExtractor class defines an extract() method that is common to
all children and operates on numpy.ndarrays, while also recognising the DataWindow
class and its data attributes. FeatureExtractor can be equipped with an internal
TemporalFilter, which is applied to the input data before extraction. If the data
segments are connected parts of the same signal, the extractor can be configured to
operate in continuous mode. When enabled, the child classes get access to previous
values of the signal and the internal TemporalFilter holds its parameters to avoid
boundary effects when filtering (especially effective when using a DigitalFilter).
FeatureExtractor can handle multiple channels and also manages the output format
of the extracted features. As a result, child classes need only worry about their imple-
mentations for one dimensional data (even though direct access to the whole array is
also possible if needed).
The principles and methods of the implemented child classes are described in chapter 6.
Feature Extraction.
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4.2.4. Classification Classes
These classes handle two aspects of classification: interpreting the extracted features
with selected methods and evaluating those classification methods.
The Classifier class was developed as a base for classification methods that inter-
pret extracted features. It is compatible with scikit-learn [33] type classifiers and
contains functionality for appropriately processing the DataWindow and WindowList
objects. The only implemented child class, NeuralClassifier, utilises the Keras li-
brary [34] with Theano [35] backend to construct the neural network based classifier
that is further described in chapter 7. Classification.
The ClassifierEvaluator class is used for evaluating and comparing the performance
of selected Classifiers. The class offers functionality for appropriately splitting the
trial data, extracting features with provided feature extractors (if desired) in addition
to training and testing a Classifier. The Classifier can either be trained and tested
on the same set of data, or validated through k-fold cross validation which produces
an unbiased estimate of its prediction capabilities.
4.2.5. Additional Functionality
Additional functionality is incorporated in the framework in the form of scripts using
the above described classes and providing templates for their usage in offline or real
time applications. In addition, scripts for data inspection and format conversion are
included.
A script used for recording the bipolar and dry data (sections 3.2. Recorded Bipolar Wet
Data and 3.3. Recorded Monopolar Dry Data) was also implemented. The program
generates visual cues according to the trial timing scheme described in section 3.1.
Reference Monopolar Data (Figure 3.1) and saves the markers into an event table that
is later used for trial extraction.
4.3. Use Cases
In this section, the two main usage cases are presented. In Figure 4.3, the process
flow when using the framework for processing pre-recorded data sets can be seen. The
chosen data set is first loaded through the DataSource class and the chosen subject
data is separated from the whole set. The trials are then extracted from the separated
subject in the form of labelled DataWindows and stored into the WindowList container.
The trials are then subjected to a series of chosen filters for noise reduction. The
WindowList containing filtered trial data is passed to a collection of user-defined feature
extractors that store their results into the corresponding DataWindows. This processed
data set is passed to the ClassifierEvaluator containing the examined Classifier.
The Classifier is tested on the provided data and its accuracy can later be examined.
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Figure 4.3: Offline framework usage process flow.
Figure 4.4 presents the process flow when the framework is used for real time data
processing. The data loading block is replaced with a live data segment in the shape
of a DataWindow and the Classifier is not evaluated but instead used directly for
prediction, while the rest of the process structure remains unchanged. This compo-
nent modularity is one of the main advantages of this framework as very little effort is
required to transform a functional offline processing procedure into a real time appli-
cation.
Figure 4.4: Real time framework usage process flow.
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Due to the small voltage differences between electrodes and high amplification rates,
EEG is highly susceptible to various noise sources that can significantly distort the
signal and reduce the effectiveness of its further interpretation. The noise can come
either from the environment and recording equipment (AC power lines and electronics,
electrode contact, signal lead movement) or physiologically from the subject (cardiac
signal - ECG, muscle contraction - EMG, eyeball movement and blinking - EOG).
The best way of handling noise in EEG recordings is, where possible, to eliminate its
sources [36]. External noise can be mitigated by removing unnecessary electro-magnetic
noise sources from the room and using equipment powered by direct current. For
scientific applications, the recording room can also be electro-magnetically insulated.
Equipment-wise, the noise can be reduced by using shielded signal leads and ensuring
a quality electrode contact with the scalp, as mentioned in section 2.3. EEG Signal
Recording. Physiological noise from the subject can be lowered through appropriate
experiment design. EMG can be avoided by providing comfortable seating for the
subject and asking him to refrain from shifting, if the experiment does not require
active movement. EOG can be reduced to some extent by designing tasks that do not
require eye movements.
It is generally not possible to remove all of the noise sources, especially subject related
noise such as ECG and eye blinks. It is therefore desirable to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio after the data had been recorded, which can be achieved through signal filter-
ing. Filtering is a process which suppresses unwanted signal components and possibly
enhances the aspects that facilitate data interpretation in later stages of processing.
This chapter introduces the basics of temporal and spatial filtering for digital EEG
signals and presents some of the modern approaches used in the field. It then continues
to describe the developed filters used for processing the signals within the frame of this
thesis.
5.1. Fundamentals and State of the Art
EEG data is generally recorded from several electrodes on the scalp simultaneously,
producing a multi-channel time series. Temporal filtering, in its basic form, removes
unwanted signal components from each channel independently. Spatial filtering, on the
other hand, combines multiple channel values at separate time samples to achieve the
desired result.
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5.1.1. Temporal Filtering
The most commonly used tools for filtering digitised EEG time series are the finite
impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) families of digital filters,
which are effective in attenuating unwanted frequency components in the data. For
most EEG applications, it is safe to remove all frequency components below 1 Hz
and above 45 Hz. Removing frequencies below 1 Hz ensures that the signal has zero
mean while still preserving most of the relevant rhythmic brain activity (except when
examining delta rhythms). In most cases, frequencies above 45 Hz do not hold any
useful information and consist mostly of external noise, such as power grid oscillations.
Even though gamma rhythms can technically have frequencies above 45 Hz, they are
too weak to be detected with conventional EEG equipment because the frequency
of brain oscillations is generally negatively correlated with their amplitude [10]. In
addition to preparing the signal for further processing, these filters can also act as part
of a feature extraction method, where they isolate brain rhythms relevant for the EEG
application (further described in section 6.2. Band Power Features).
FIR and IIR filters are described as a linear, time invariant system with a real and
causal impulse response through their transfer function in the domain of the Z trans-
form [37]:
Y (z)
X(z)
= H(z) =
∑M
k=0 bkz
−k
1 +
∑N
k=1 akz
−k (5.1)
X(z) and Y (z) are the Z transforms of the input and output signals, H(z) is the filter’s
transfer function (and also the Z transform of its impulse response) and a(z) and b(z)
are the filter specific coefficient polynomials. In the discrete sample domain, equation
(5.1) translates into a relationship between the input and output signals which defines
the filter implementation:
y[n] = −
N∑
k=1
aky[n− k] +
M∑
k=0
bkx[n− k] (5.2)
The filter output is therefore a linear combination of past inputs x[n − k] and past
outputs y[n− k], which are multiplied by appropriate filter coefficients.
When designing digital filters, their properties need to be carefully considered to achieve
a good balance between desired and unwanted changes in the signal. These properties
can be observed through filter magnitude and phase responses of the frequency do-
main. Responses of an example FIR filter can be seen in Figure 5.1, where important
properties are marked with numbers:
1. Cut-off frequency: Boundary between the frequency components that the filter
attenuates and leaves untouched.
2. Transition band: Region where the filter transitions between the passband and
stopband.
3. Passband: Region enclosing frequency components that the filter would ideally
leave untouched.
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4. Stopband: Region enclosing frequency components that the filter would ideally
remove completely.
5. Passband ripple: Maximal passband deviation from the ideal characteristic.
6. Stopband attenuation: Maximal deviation from complete attenuation (0 ampli-
tude) in the stopband.
7. Delay: Temporal shift of the filtered signal with respect to the original. Delay
is generally defined as the derivative of the phase response with respect to fre-
quency. If the phase response is linear, all frequency components of the signal get
delayed by the same amount. If the phase response is non-linear, separate phase
components shift differently and the signal gets distorted. When processing data
with time markers, the signal delay due to filtering must be taken into account.
Figure 5.1: Magnitude (a) and phase (b) responses of an example FIR filter. Image
adapted from [38].
As the name suggests, the impulse response of FIR filters has finite length, while the
response of IIR filters is infinitely long, which is a result of filter coefficient configura-
tions. FIR filters have zero valued ak coefficients in equations (5.1) and (5.2), which
means that they use only the past values of the input x[n] to produce filter outputs.
This results in some important differences between FIR and IIR filters that are pre-
sented in Table 5.1. Depending on the application, the appropriate filter family can
be chosen, although FIR filters are recommended for electrophysiological signals due
to their flexibility and linear phase [38].
In addition to classical applications of digital filters, such as power grid noise removal
with notch filters [20] and frequency band isolation with band pass filters [2,15], more
sophisticated methods have also been developed. Adaptive digital filtering methods,
for example, can be used for improving classification accuracy by adjusting to intrinsic
characteristics of each person [39], adapting to specific frequencies of power line noise
[40] and even removing EOG artefacts [41, 42].
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Table 5.1: Comparison of FIR and IIR filter characteristics.
FIR filters IIR filters
+ always stable
+ linear phase (if properly designed)
+ design methods that can produce al-
most arbitrary frequency responses
– oscillations in the passband
– iterative design methods
– require higher order to approximate
given specifications than IIR
– require careful planning to avoid in-
stabilities
– nonlinear phase (distorts the signal)
– less flexible
+ can be practically flat in the pass-
band
+ closed-form design equations
+ able to approximate given specifica-
tions with a lower order than FIR
Due to their flexibility and learning capabilities, neural network based temporal filters
are also being used for noise reduction and artefact removal in EEG signals. Adaptive
neural network enhanced filters can be used for removal of ocular, muscular and cardiac
artefacts from the signals [43]. A quantum mechanics inspired recurrent neural network
was also successfully applied as a filtering method on motor imagery EEG data [44].
5.1.2. Spatial Filtering
Spatial filtering combines channels recorded simultaneously from multiple locations on
the scalp to enhance significant differences between electrodes and filter out global
noise and other fluctuations that do not carry relevant information.
The most basic implementation of a spatial filter can be viewed as a linear transfor-
mation of channel values in separate discrete time steps:
y[n] = T · x[n], for n = 0 . . . N (5.3)
In equation (5.3), T is the filter transformation matrix and n is the discrete time step.
x[n] and y[n] are input and output column vectors with rows containing channel values
at the discrete time step n. If c channels in x[n] are used to produce c output values
in y[n], T must be a c× c square matrix.
The simplest spatial filters can use equation 5.3 directly, requiring only electrode po-
sitions to construct T. No knowledge of signal properties in the time series is used
when deriving the transformation matrix and only data from a single time step is
used to produce its corresponding output. Such filters are for example the bipolar or
Laplacian derivations of monopolar data [2], which construct the transformation matrix
that combines values of adjacent electrodes. The common average reference derivation
method [20] does not even need the electrode positions for just averaging the channel
values at every time step.
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More sophisticated methods use the whole data set to design the transformation matrix
[20]. Principal component analysis (PCA), for example, transforms the channel data
into uncorrelated (orthogonal) components, sorted by decreasing variance. This can be
effectively used for shrinking the data dimensionality as the components with higher
variance contain most of the information in the data. Independent component analysis
(ICA) also transforms the channel data into components, but attempts to separate
them based on the assumption that the signal is a mixture of mutually independent
but unknown sources. The common spatial patterns (CSP) method is well suited for
trial based EEG applications that require classification of labelled data. It transforms
the channel data into components by maximising the variance-ratio of two classes
(data labels). The initial component therefore has a high variance of the samples
for the first class and low variance for the second class. The ratio is then gradually
shifting until the final component, which has low variance for the first class and high
variance for the second class. The initial and final components therefore have the most
discriminating power to separate the classes, which is especially useful in motor imagery
applications where the user’s intent is encoded in the power of specific brain rhythms.
The performance of CSP, the Laplacian derivation and some ICA based spatial filtering
algorithms has been compared on motor imagery data in [17], where they found that
CSP delivers the best results. That is reasonable considering that CSP is a supervised
method that uses class labels to construct its transform.
While spatial and temporal filters are in most cases applied separately, it has been found
that classification accuracy in EEG based BCIs can be improved by using combined
spatio-temporal filtering algorithms and optimisation [45,46].
5.2. Temporal Band Pass Filter Design
Band pass filtering is a crucial component in EEG signal processing, both in terms of
noise reduction and frequency band isolation for interpretation purposes. An appro-
priate choice of filter type is therefore essential for the speed and performance of the
EEG application.
An FIR and IIR band pass filter were designed and tested on sample data to determine
which is more appropriate for use in both offline and real-time applications. The
passband for this test was chosen to be from 8 to 12 Hz, relative to the reference data
with the Nyquist frequency at 125 Hz. The chosen passband corresponds to the alpha
rhythm frequency band (described in section 2.2.2.2. Brain Rhythms). When recorded
over the motor cortex, the alpha (mu) rhythm contains movement and motor imagery
related information, which is the chosen mental strategy in this thesis. The alpha band
is therefore an appropriate basis for filter comparison.
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5.2.1. FIR Filter Design
The FIR filter was designed with the window method, using the Kaiser window [47],
which was chosen due to its ability to satisfy prescribed filter response specifications.
The window approach to filter design also always produces a symmetric filter which
is guaranteed to have linear phase in the passband and does not distort the signal.
The Kaiser window function depends on an independent α parameter and window
length N . The α parameter affects the filter’s passband ripple and transition width,
while N affects only the transition width. A filter with prescribed passband ripple
and transition width can therefore be designed by first modifying the α parameter to
satisfy the first constraint, and then choosing an appropriate window length to satisfy
the second.
The exact filter specifications were defined with respect to an idealised band pass filter
response visible in Figure 5.2, where ωs
2
represents the Nyquist frequency. As defined
above, the cut-off frequencies ωc1 and ωc2 were set to equivalents of 8 Hz and 12 Hz.
The maximum passband ripple and minimum stopband attenuation were defined with
the δ parameter, which was chosen to be 0.05. That is equivalent to a peak to peak
passband ripple of 0.87 dB and minimum stopband attenuation of 26 dB. The transition
widths ωp1−ωa1 and ωa2−ωp2 were due to the narrowness of the desired passband set
to the equivalent of 1 Hz.
Figure 5.2: Idealised band pass filter frequency (magnitude) response. Image
retrieved from [47].
The passband ripple and transition width specifications were converted to window
function parameters by means of empirical formulas implemented in scipy.signal.
The obtained parameter values α = 1.506 and N = 316 were then along with the
cut-off frequencies passed to another method in scipy.signal which constructed the
filter transfer function (equation 5.1). The transfer function was used through the
implemented DigitalFilter class described in section 4.2.2. Filtering Classes.
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5.2.2. IIR Filter Design
In electrophysiological applications, the Butterworth or elliptic IIR filters are used
most commonly [38], even though many other design forms and methods are available.
Butterworth filters have no pass- or stopband ripple, but they suffer from a wider
transition band. Elliptic filters, on the other hand, are narrower in the transition band
but they also have the undesired rippling effect.
For this application, a 5th order band-pass Butterworth IIR filter was chosen, with
cut-off frequencies set at the previously defined values of 8 Hz and 12 Hz. The filter
transfer function was again obtained through scipy.signalmethods and used with the
implemented DigitalFilter class. The transfer function consisted of 11 bk coefficients
and 10 ak coefficients, with respect to equation 5.1.
5.2.3. Comparison Methods
The designed FIR and IIR filters were compared based on their frequency responses,
where the magnitude responses were visually examined in terms of passband ripples,
minimum stopband attenuation and steepness of the transition. Phase responses were
visually examined for linearity in the passband. FIR filter delay was calculated from the
filter length and approximate IIR filter delay was determined from the phase response.
A sample EEG signal segment was also processed with the filters and visually inspected.
5.2.4. Results
The magnitude and phase responses of the designed filters can be seen in Figure 5.3.
The responses were only plotted up to 50 Hz and not up to the Nyquist frequency
(125 Hz) to improve visibility. The responses do not change their shape in the omitted
frequency interval.
As was permitted when constructing the FIR filter, a positive passband ripple of ap-
proximately 0.05 is present. The IIR filter exhibits no rippling and is completely flat in
the passband. However, it has a smoother transition between the pass- and stopband,
allowing a wider range of weakened undesired frequency components to pass through.
The FIR filter is sharper around its cut-off frequencies. As was specified during the
design, frequency components below 7.5 Hz and above 12.5 Hz are suppressed with a
factor of at least 20.
Examining the phase responses, it is visible that the FIR filter has a completely linear
response in the passband, which results in a constant delay of all desired frequency
components in the filtered signal. For symmetric FIR filters, the delay can be calculated
with equation 5.4, where N is the filter length and fs is the sampling frequency.
dfir =
N
2fs
(5.4)
With the filter’s length of N = 316 and sampling frequency fs = 250 Hz, the delay was
found to be dfir = 0.632 s or 158 samples.
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(a) FIR filter response.
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(b) IIR filter response.
Figure 5.3: Developed filter magnitude and phase responses.
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The IIR filter has a non-linear phase response which means that separate frequency
components get delayed differently, therefore distorting the filtered signal. However,
the response is approximately linear in the passband and the distortion is in this case
not very significant. The exact delay for each frequency component could be obtained
by differentiating the phase response, but a rough estimate can be quickly computed
by treating the passband phase segment as linear. This way, the delay is assumed to
be constant in the passband and can be computed through equation 5.5, where ∆θ is
the phase difference and ∆ω is the frequency difference in appropriate units (rad in
this case).
diir ≈ ∆θ
∆ω
(5.5)
Upon selecting two points on the phase response curve in the passband, the IIR filter
delay was found to be approximately diir ≈ 0.296 s or 74 samples.
Figure 5.4 presents a 1 s long sample EEG signal filtered with the designed FIR and IIR
filters. The dashed lines show filter delays calculated above. The connection between
the original and the filtered signals is not immediately visible, but similarities between
the filtered signals can be readily observed. Continuing from the dashed delay lines, the
filtered signal shapes look very similar, with minor differences in shape and amplitude.
It is also visible that the calculated delays do not match exactly, which is a result of
approximate delay estimation for the IIR filter.
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Figure 5.4: Sample EEG signal filtered with designed FIR and IIR filters.
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5.2.5. Analysis and Discussion
The developed FIR filter allows extensive control over its properties in terms of desired
transition band width, rippling amplitude and stopband attenuation. The resulting
signals are also not distorted, which is important in research applications where the
filtered signals need to satisfy certain constraints. The IIR filter slightly distorts the
signal and does not provide such a sharp transition at the cut-off frequencies. However,
it does not exhibit any rippling effects. Despite the mentioned differences, the filtered
signal shapes are very similar, as can be seen in Figure 5.4.
In this application, filtering is used to pre-process the signal before interpreting it
with various machine learning techniques. Minor signal distortions therefore do not
significantly affect the results, as long as the same filter is applied to all of the processed
data.
Performance-wise, the filter delay plays an important role as it directly affects system
responsiveness when used in real-time. The IIR filter is a clear favourite by this criterion
as its delay is roughly two times smaller than that of the FIR filter. Similarly, the
IIR filter requires the application to remember only the past 11 input and past 10
output values when filtering, while the FIR filter requires memory of the past 316
input samples. The IIR filter is therefore computationally much less expensive and
allows a lighter application design.
Based on the findings, the developed IIR filter was determined to be more appropriate
for the purposes of this thesis. It is computationally inexpensive, has a relatively short
delay and does not produce a considerably different result than the designed FIR filter.
5.3. Laplacian Derivation for Reference Monopolar
Data
The spatial filter for converting reference data from its default monopolar into the
Laplacian derivation was designed for validation purposes of the linear classification
method described in section 7.2. Linear Classification Method.
The Laplacian derivation is essentially a two dimensional second order derivative over
the voltage potentials on the scalp (referenced to a common electrode). When pro-
cessing digital data where voltage potentials are recorded on discrete locations, the
Laplacian derivatives can be approximated with different numerical approaches [48].
The implemented Laplacian spatial filter was constructed using the finite difference
method of derivative approximation, which is relatively simple and computationally
inexpensive.
The scalp voltage potential (according to the common reference electrode) u(s1, s2)
was written as a function of two orthogonal surface coordinates (horizontal and vertical
directions). For demonstration purposes, equipment-related recording constants were
neglected. Under the assumption that the scalp surface is locally flat, the Laplacian
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could be computed as:
Lap (u(s1, s2)) =
∂2u(s1, s2)
∂s21
+
∂2u(s1, s2)
∂s22
(5.6)
In a time instant, the scalp potential was recorded in discrete locations, using elec-
trodes separated with a constant difference λ, as is described in section 3.1. Reference
Monopolar Data. The partial derivatives could then be estimated separately using one
dimensional central and forward difference scheme for the second order derivative over
3 sample points (equations (5.7) and (5.8), respectively).
d2u(s)
ds2
≈ u(s− λ)− 2u(s) + u(s+ λ)
λ2
(5.7)
d2u(s)
ds2
≈ u(s)− 2u(s+ λ) + u(s+ 2λ)
λ2
(5.8)
According to equation 5.6, the two estimated one-dimensional derivatives were then
combined to form a 3x3 kernel for each electrode, depending on its location. In the
ideal case, the electrode in focus was surrounded by 4 other electrodes (for example
electrode 15 in Figure 5.5a - the kernel weights are coloured green). In that case, the
central difference scheme could be applied horizontally and vertically. If the electrode
was placed on an edge (such as electrode 5 in Figure 5.5a - cyan), the central difference
scheme could be used only in one direction, in this case horizontal. Vertically, the
forward difference scheme was used. A similar procedure followed for corner electrodes,
such as electrode 2 in Figure 5.5b (green), where the forward difference scheme was
used twice. In the case of an isolated electrode (electrode 13 in Figure 5.5b - cyan),
the forward difference scheme was used only once. The derivative approximation is
naturally worse for the corner and edge electrodes due to the properties of difference
schemes used for its calculation.
The obtained kernel weights were manually composed into a transformation matrix
according to physical electrode locations. In the implementation, the linear scaling
factor λ−2 was omitted because it does not affect the signal shape and interpretation.
The filter outputs can be obtained through equation (5.3), using the composed trans-
formation matrix. The Laplacian spatial filter was implemented as an instance of the
TBasedFilter class described in section 4.2.2. Filtering Classes.
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(a) Centre end edge kernels.
(b) Corner kernels.
Figure 5.5: Examples of electrode kernels for computation of the second order spatial
derivative. Image adapted from [21].
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Feature extraction methods convert high dimensional inputs into a set of values with
lower dimensionality (features) that describe the relevant characteristics of the data.
It is often a necessary step when processing multi-channel temporal series such as EEG
signals because most classification methods perform faster and better when handling
low dimensional signal descriptions instead of raw data. Additionally, the application
designer can through selected feature extraction methods specify which aspects of the
signal are most likely to contain discriminative information, which makes learning much
easier for the classifier.
This chapter presents basic approaches for extracting features from EEG signals and
some modern practices in the field. After that, the feature extraction methods imple-
mented within the frame of this thesis are described. The methods were implemented as
children of the FeatureExtractor class described in section 4.2.3. Feature Extraction
Classes. The implemented extraction methods are presented only on single channel
data for simplicity.
6.1. Fundamentals and State of the Art
Features can be extracted from the signal time or frequency domain and the choice of
extraction methods depends on where the sought information is encoded.
As explained in section 2.2. Brain Signals for EEG-Based Human-Machine Interfaces,
time domain features generally correspond to event-related potentials, triggered through
selective attention. Some basic examples of such features include the minimum, maxi-
mum, mean and variance of the signal. More advanced approaches may also combine
basic methods and apply them to signal derivatives, such as Hjorth parameters [49].
The Hjorth features contain information about the signal’s time and frequency domain
characteristics and are therefore useful in several applications (further described in
section 6.4. Hjorth Parameters). Some recent advancements in temporal feature ex-
traction include adaptive computation where the values are updated on each sample
with low computational complexity, instead of continuously computing the features on
larger, overlapping segments [50].
Features extracted from the frequency domain carry information related to brain
rhythms that can be modulated through mental strategies such as motor imagery. The
direct approach to frequency spectrum examination is the Fourier transform, though
the wavelet transform can also be used very efficiently [51]. Although FFT algorithms
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present a highly optimised solution, alternative procedures which operate in the time
domain whilst retaining spectral information also find use due to their low complexity
and high temporal resolution. Such features include the Hjorth parameters described
above and methods that use band pass filters to isolate relevant frequency bands. Other
approaches which operate in the time domain include autoregressive modelling and its
adaptive variations [50], which model the frequency spectrum as a polynomial. This
thesis focuses on processing motor imagery data so several of these methods have been
implemented and are described in more detail in the following sections.
When processing temporal data, feature extraction is generally performed on cut-out
segments of the signal, which is also the approach taken in this project. The time series
segmentation properties are defined by segment length and overlap, as can be observed
in Figure 6.1. Longer segments usually provide higher reliability of the computed
features, but also lower temporal resolution. Overlap controls the redundancy and
density of extracted features.
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Figure 6.1: Single channel segmentation example.
When processing multiple channels of temporal data, the features are usually extracted
from each channel separately and then concatenated to form a description of the multi-
channel segment. In some cases, when several channels are recorded (as much as 128
for research purposes) and multiple features are extracted per channel, the feature set
dimensionality grows too large to be efficiently processed. In addition, some informa-
tion in the features might be redundant across the channels. In such cases, different
methods can be used to shrink the feature set. One group of such methods is feature
selection [20], where individual features or whole channels are evaluated with respect to
the discriminative information that they provide. Uninformative features and channels
can thus be excluded completely, shrinking the computed feature space or the whole
data set. Alternatively, dimensionality of the computed features can also be reduced
through principal component analysis (PCA), which transforms the feature space into
uncorrelated components, sorted by decreasing variance (as mentioned in section 5.1.2.
Spatial Filtering). The components with higher variance carry more information and
are kept, while components with low variance can be discarded to shrink the feature
dimensionality. This is different from the feature selection methods described above
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in the sense that principal components are computed as a linear combination of all
the extracted features, so the new, smaller feature set can contain all of the original
features’ contributions. However, PCA can also be used as a feature selection method
where informative features are selected based on their contributions to the principal
components.
When different types of features are extracted from the data, they sometimes have ex-
ponentially different value ranges. If such feature sets are fed directly into a classifier,
features with bigger ranges can dominate over the smaller ones, ignoring any discrim-
inative information the latter might have to offer. Furthermore, some classification
methods require the features to be in a defined range to work properly. It is therefore
generally good practice to normalise or standardise the computed features. Feature
normalisation scales separate features to a specified range (usually [0, 1] or [-1, 1]),
while standardisation scales them to have 0 mean and unit variance. In this project,
feature normalisation to range [0, 1] was used. It was computed through equation 6.1,
where F is the original feature value and Fmin and Fmax are respectively its smallest
and largest recorded values.
norm(F ) =
F − Fmin
Fmax − Fmin (6.1)
6.2. Band Power Features
As the name suggests, this method computes the average power in a selected fre-
quency band. It is appropriate for examining brain rhythm properties since they are
localised in defined frequency bands common to all human subjects (as described in
section 2.2.2.2. Brain Rhythms). One of the more common usages is ERD and ERS
detection during real movement or motor imagery tasks [10]. Band power is in those
cases examined in the alpha and beta band which have been found to contain movement
related information.
The main advantage of this method is that it is able to produce a feature value for every
sample in the data sequence that can easily be averaged in segments if a window-based
approach is preferred. The band power for every sample is computed in the following
steps (adapted from [10]):
1. Band pass filtering: The data segment is band pass filtered to isolate the
desired frequency band. Any type of filter can be used, although the default
choice in this project was the Butterworth IIR filter or order 5, as explained in
section 5.2. Temporal Band Pass Filter Design.
2. Squaring: The filtered sequence is squared sample-wise to obtain power samples.
3. Averaging: The squared sequence naturally exhibits oscillations that are lev-
elled out by a moving average filter. The filter length can depend on the appli-
cation, although the value of 51 was found to be sufficient in applications with
sampling frequencies around 250 Hz.
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4. Applying natural logarithm: A natural logarithm is applied to the samples,
which converts their distribution closer to Gaussian [12]. This step is required
with classification methods such as LDA which assume a normal distribution of
samples.
5. Downsampling: If a more compact representation is desired, the sequence can
be downsampled with an arbitrary factor.
The procedure above results in a band power sequence, with an equal number of samples
as the input. If only a scalar average band power of the input sequence is desired, step
3 can be modified to just average all of the power samples instead of applying the
moving average filter. The natural logarithm in step 4 is then applied to the scalar
average band power and the last step is obsolete.
6.2.1. Validation Methods
The band power feature was validated visually, by examining trial based time courses
of ERD and ERS patterns in the alpha/mu band (8-12 Hz) for the reference data.
Validation was conducted for subjects 2 and 8 in the reference data, where the C3
and C4 channels were examined in relation to right hand motor imagery. Channel C3
was chosen because the highest effect of right hand motor imagery was expected on
the contralateral hemisphere over the motor cortex (corresponding to the position of
electrode C3) [14]. Channel C4 was added for comparison.
The procedure follows the general steps described above, but makes minor optimisa-
tions for offline processing:
1. Band pass filtering the selected channels: The examined mu frequency
band (8-12 Hz) was isolated using the Butter IIR filter of order 5 designed in
section 5.2.2. IIR Filter Design. The filter was applied to the entire recorded C3
and C4 channels of a specific subject to avoid discontinuities at trial start and
end.
2. Squaring: The filtered channel values were squared to convert amplitude into
power samples.
3. Averaging: Oscillations were levelled by a moving average filter with length 51.
4. Applying natural logarithm: The natural logarithm was applied to the chan-
nel values.
5. Trial extraction: Individual right hand MI trials were extracted from the se-
lected channels (refer to trial timing scheme in section 3.1. Reference Monopolar
Data). An additional 2 seconds of signal was included before trial start to exam-
ine the transition effects. When extracting these segments, the delays introduced
by the band pass and moving average filters were taken into account.
6. Averaging across trials: The extracted segments were averaged to obtain the
mean temporal band power shape for each subject.
The obtained plots were then examined and interpreted.
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6.2.2. Results
The computed band power sequences for subjects 2 and 8 from the reference monopolar
data are presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. Note that the trials start at
0 s, according to the trial timing scheme in section 3.1. Reference Monopolar Data and
the additional pre-trial data is negative on the time scale.
6.2.3. Analysis and Discussion
In Figures 6.2 and 6.3, event related desynchronisation in relation to the trial timing
can be observed. Some significant drops in band power are present for both subjects
and indicate asynchronous activity of the underlying neurons.
The first, smaller drop occurs immediately after the trial start in both examined chan-
nels, when the subject does not yet know which type of motor imagery to execute. It is
likely that the subjects started associating the visual and auditory signals at the start
of each trial with general motor imagery that followed so they subconsciously prepared
their motor cortices for such activity. This ERD might also be associated purely with
attention to the stimuli and not limited only to the mu frequency band.
The second drop in band power is relatively larger and only present in the C3 channels.
The C3 channel is positioned on the left hemisphere, over the region of the motor cortex
associated with the right hand. The detected drop in band power (ERD) indicates
that underlying motor neurons are engaged in motion planning or simulation, which
corresponds to the motor imagery task. This agrees with reviewed literature and proves
that the band power feature was appropriately implemented and offers a good basis
for discrimination between different motor imagery tasks.
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Figure 6.2: Averaged temporal mu band power for channels (a) C3 and (b) C4 during
right hand MI trials for subject 2.
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Figure 6.3: Averaged temporal mu band power for channels (a) C3 and (b) C4 during
right hand MI trials for subject 8.
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6.3. Autoregressive Parameters
Autoregressive (AR) modelling is a parametric spectral method, meaning that it en-
codes spectral information into a selected number of parameters. Those parameters are
therefore an especially appropriate feature for distinguishing between signals that differ
in the frequency spectrum, such as motor imagery recordings. AR parameters have
already been used as a classification base in several BCI implementations [2,20,52,53].
6.3.1. Theoretical Basis
The following theoretical methods were adapted from [37]. The AR model is a subset
of a more general ARMA model, which builds on the idea of filtering white noise with
a digital filter to obtain a signal that is an approximation of the modelled signal. The
model parameters that need to be determined are therefore the filter coefficients. In
the ARMA case, the digital filter has both zeros and poles:
H(z) =
B(z)
A(z)
(6.2)
That leads to a set of non-linear equations when attempting to determine the coeffi-
cients.
The ARmodel is based on the same idea, except that the digital filter’s transfer function
has no zeros outside the origin of the Z plane:
H(z) =
1
A(z)
=
1
1 +
∑p
i=1 aiz
−i (6.3)
The model transform of the time series is therefore
X(z) =
1
A(z)
·W (z) (6.4)
where W (z) is a transform of the input white noise. When evaluating the filter on the
unit circle, its frequency response can be obtained:
H(ejω) =
1
A(ejω)
(6.5)
The power spectral density of the signal is
Pxx(ω) = σ
2
e
1
A(ejω)
(6.6)
where σ2e is the variance of input white noise. Through derivation, a connection between
the signal’s autocorrelation sequence and the filter parameters can be found:
γ[l] +
p∑
i=1
aiγ[l − i] = σ2eδ[l] for l ≥ 0 (6.7)
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where γ[l] is the autocorrelation sequence value at lag time l, p is the model order and
δ[l] is the discrete impulse function. Writing 6.7 in matrix form for l = 1, . . . p, the set
of equations for determining the AR coefficients can be found:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
γ[1]
γ[2]
...
γ[p]
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
γp
+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
γ[0] γ[1] . . . γ[p− 1]
γ[1] γ[0]
...
. . .
γ[p− 1] γ[0]
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
Γp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1
a2
...
ap
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
  
ap
= 0 (6.8)
The set of equations (6.8) (also called the Yule-Walker equations) is linear and can be
uniquely solved, provided that the autocorrelation matrix Γp is not singular. When
calculating an estimate for ap, an estimate of the signal’s autocorrelation sequence γ[l]
is required. The white noise variance can be calculated by evaluating Equation 6.7 at
l = 0, once estimates of γ[l] and ap are known.
The above procedure describes AR modelling for the univariate case. Multivariate
AR modelling was also considered since there are multiple channels available in the
EEG recordings. Ultimately, the univariate case was chosen due to the findings of [52],
where both the univariate and multivariate models were tested as features for EEG
classification. It was found that the performances vary from subject to subject, with
little difference in classification accuracy, even though the multivariate case was more
consistent across all subjects. Due to similar performance and lower computational
complexity, the univariate model was chosen.
6.3.2. Parameter Estimation
Several different methods exist for estimating the AR parameters.
The most basic is the Yule-Walker or Autocorrelation method, which solves the Yule-
Walker equations (6.8) directly, using biased estimates for the autocorrelation sequence:
γˆ[l] =
1
N
N−1∑
n=|l|
x[n]x[n− |l|] (6.9)
Computing the expected value of γˆ[l], the estimate is thus shown to be biased:
E[γˆ[l]] =
N − |l|
N
γ[l] (6.10)
This bias increases with higher lag times l, but for low lag times and appropriately
long samples N , the estimate is close to the real value. For relatively low lag times,
E[γˆ[l]] is also a consistent estimate. Once estimates are calculated, the Yule-Walker
equations (6.8) can be solved:
aˆp = Γˆ
−1
p γˆp (6.11)
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One might wonder why not rather use unbiased estimates for the autocorrelation se-
quence. The reason is that the biased estimates guarantee a non-singular autocorre-
lation matrix, thus ensuring a solution and a stable model. Using unbiased estimates,
a singular matrix is unlikely, but possible. On the basis of greater reliability, the
Yule-Walker method was chosen for implementation in the feature extractor.
Another method that was considered was using Levinson-Durbin (LD) recursion on the
Yule-Walker equations described above. As the name says, the parameters there are
calculated recursively instead of directly, using the properties of the autocorrelation
matrix (note that the resulting estimates are the same as in the Yule-Walker case).
That gives it a lower computational complexity than the Yule-Walker method. An
even more sophisticated recursive method is the Burg method, which calculates the
AR parameters directly from data, without the intermediate step of calculating the
autocorrelation matrix. The models found by both recursive algorithms are always
stable.
Other methods that were not extensively studied are the Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE) and the Conditional Maximum Likelihood Estimation (CMLE). Those can
also be applied to general ARMA processes and allow non-linear coefficient calculation.
6.3.2.1. Verification Methods
Only two python libraries that implement AR modelling were found. The first library
found, spectrum [54], had implementations for calculating the parameters using the
LD recursion on the Yule-Walker equations and the Burg method. The second library,
statsmodels [55], was quite larger than the first and had the MLE and CMLE methods
implemented for calculating AR and general ARMA models.
The first step of algorithm verification was finding in what ways the results of separate
parameter estimation methods differ for given EEG data. For this purpose, random
windows of length 1 s from an EEG channel (in this case C3 from reference data)
were chosen. Length of the windows corresponded to the length that is later used in
real feature extraction. The parameters were estimated from these windows using the
LD recursion and Burg method from spectrum, and using CMLE from statsmodels.
The chosen model order was p = 6, as this was shown to be effective in [52]. Af-
ter estimation, the corresponding power spectrums were calculated and compared to
a periodogram obtained through non-parametric methods (windowed by a Hanning
window).
In the next step, the implemented direct Yule-Walker method was verified with the
spectrum LD recursion method. Random windows were used for parameter estimation
and the results were compared.
The next step was comparing the timing of tested functions. That was done by generat-
ing a random sample of length 250 with numpy.random.rand(250) and using %%timeit
to estimate the calculation length of each function when estimating the AR parameters.
The chosen model order was again 6. Timing was compared for the implemented direct
Yule-Walker method, spectrum’s LD and Burg recursion, and statsmodels’ CMLE.
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6.3.2.2. Results
In Figures 6.4 and 6.5, the normalised power spectrums that were obtained through
different AR parameter estimation methods can be seen. Both windows were selected
from channel C3 from subject 0. Figure 6.4 corresponds to an idling state and Figure
6.5 to MI.
Figure 6.4: Power spectrum comparison for different AR parameter estimation
methods - idling.
Figure 6.5: Power spectrum comparison for different AR parameter estimation
methods - MI.
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The parameters calculated with the implemented direct Yule-Walker method were
found to match exactly the corresponding parameters calculated through LD recur-
sion with the spectrum library, thus confirming that the implementation was correct.
The timing results can be found in Table 6.1. Note that the slowest run in the imple-
mented direct Yule-Walker method was found to be 17 times slower than the fastest,
meaning that the CPU might have cached the result. That means that the slowest run
took approximately 700 µs.
Table 6.1: Timing comparison for different AR parameter estimation methods.
AR parameter
estimation method
Number of
loops in set
Best average time
per set (out of 3)
spectrum: Burg 100 5.86 ms
spectrum: LD 1000 608 µs
statskits: CMLE 1000 693 µs
Direct Yule-Walker 10000 43 µs
6.3.2.3. Discussion
It can be seen from Figures 6.4 and 6.5 that there is no substantial difference in the
estimated power spectrums when using different AR parameter estimation methods for
the chosen model order p = 6. The only noticeable difference is between the CMLE
and the other methods at low frequencies in Figure 6.4. Otherwise, the estimated
spectrums follow the reference periodogram accurately, which also shows that the AR
model estimation was executed correctly.
Because the implemented direct Yule-Walker (YW) approach has been found to pro-
duce identical results to the library LD method, it could be compared to the library
methods in terms of timing. In the best case, the direct YW was more than 10 times
faster than the first runner-up, but it is possible that intermediate results may have
been cached during computation, thus speeding the calculations. In the worst case
(without caching), it was found that the direct Yule-Walker method needs approxi-
mately as much time as LD and CMLA to estimate the parameters. The Burg method
was relatively slow, compared to all the others.
Due to similar computation speeds and results produced by the different methods for
this sample length and model order, the implemented direct YW method was chosen
to be used as the default AR parameter estimator. That way, the feature extractor
does not depend on spectrum and statskits without losing any speed or estimation
quality.
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6.3.3. Choosing the model order
The model order p is a vital parameter when estimating an AR model. If the order is
too low, some significant peaks in the spectrum might be overlooked and if the order
is too high, the model could be overfitted to sample noise and random fluctuations.
6.3.3.1. Methods
The appropriate order was chosen through two methods. In the first step, the Akaike
Information Theoretic Criterion (AIC) was used [37]. The AIC can be calculated with
Equation 6.12, where N is the sample length, p is the model order and σ2e,p is the
variance of model residuals at order p.
AIC[p] = N ln(σ2e,p) + 2p (6.12)
σ2e,p is bound to decrease or stay the same as model order increases, but the estimation
errors due to over-fitting also have to be taken into account. The AIC addresses both -
the AR model estimate with the lowest AIC should have the best fit for a given sample.
The appropriate model order for a specific subject was therefore determined by the
following steps:
1. Choosing a subject and a channel. In this case, subject 0 from the reference data
set and his channel C3 were chosen.
2. Splitting the channel into smaller segments. In this case, segment length 250 was
chosen.
3. Estimating AR models with ascending orders for a specific segment - for this
experiment, model orders from 1 to 25 were evaluated.
4. Calculating the AIC for each model order for each segment.
5. Averaging the AIC across all segments and plotting it versus model orders.
6. Choosing the appropriate model order where the AIC value is lowest.
In the second step, two random segments of length 250 were chosen from the EEG
data (subject 0, channel C3). Three AR models of varying orders were estimated from
the segment and their corresponding power spectrums were plotted using Equation
6.6. The obtained spectrums were then compared with a periodogram of the sample,
windowed using a Hanning window.
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6.3.3.2. Results
The AIC plot for orders 1 through 25 can be observed in Figure 6.6. The power
spectrums for different model orders compared to a periodogram obtained with scipy
can be seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
Figure 6.6: Average AIC versus AR model order for channel C3 in subject 0.
Figure 6.7: Power spectrum comparison for different AR model orders - idling.
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Figure 6.8: Power spectrum comparison for different AR model orders - MI.
6.3.3.3. Discussion
Examining Figure 6.6, it is evident that the most appropriate model order for the given
subject according to AIC is 7. The finding also agrees with [53], where model order
6 was found to be most appropriate for mental task classification (signals were also
sampled at 250 Hz).
In Figures 6.7 and 6.8, the effect of AR model order on the power spectrum can be
observed. Order 2 is visibly inappropriate, as it ignores most of the peaks in the
spectrum and the models for idling and MI look quite similar. At order 7, which was
recommended by AIC, the model fits better. The peak around 10 Hz in the idling case
is taken into account, although it does not stand out as a local maximum. At order 12,
the model is considerably more dynamic, as it attempts to fit the model closer. At first
glance, one might say it is superior to the lower orders, but with a tighter fit, it also
fits itself to random noise in the signal. A higher order also means more classification
parameters and possibly lower classification accuracy.
The benefit of using lower orders is also in the autocorrelation sequence estimation. As
was mentioned, the estimator used is biased and the bias increases with lag, or in this
case, model order.
Ultimately, the model order 7 was found to be satisfactory with respect to AIC and the
power spectrums. However, various model orders should be tested when performing
classification as these measures do not guarantee the optimal fit for each application.
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6.4. Hjorth Parameters
Hjorth defined three parameters that can easily be calculated in the time domain,
but also contain information from the frequency domain [49]. This makes them an
appropriate choice for a number of EEG applications that rely on either brain rhythms
or event-related potentials for decoding user intent. For a sample one-dimensional
signal x = x(t), the parameters are defined as:
Activity(x) = var (x) (6.13)
Mobility(x) =
√
Activity(x′)
Activity(x)
(6.14)
Complexity(x) =
Mobility(x′)
Mobility(x)
=
√
Activity(x′′)
Activity(x′)√
Activity(x′)
Activity(x)
(6.15)
Where x′ and x′′ are the signal’s first and second temporal derivative, respectively. It
is visible that the Activity parameter is equal to the variance of the signal. It gives
information about the average signal power. TheMobility parameter, when considered
in the frequency domain, gives a measure of how much the frequency components of
the signal are scattered around their mean value. The Complexity parameter contains
information about how close the signal spectrum is to one containing a single discrete
frequency (a sine wave in time domain).
Feature extraction is performed on recorded digital signals of finite length x[n], where
n goes from 0 to N − 1. Some values required for Hjorth parameter computation
therefore need to be estimated in the implementation of the feature extractor. The
Activity parameter in equation (6.13) is computed as an unbiased estimate of the
signal variance:
Activity(x) ≈ 1
N − 1
N−1∑
i=0
(x[i]− µˆx)2 (6.16)
Where µˆx is an estimate of the sample mean. The signal derivatives x
′ and x′′ required
for computingMobility and Complexity in equations (6.14) and (6.15) are estimated by
means of the central difference scheme over 5 sample points. To obtain the derivatives,
correlation is performed between the central difference weights and the signal vector.
Note that the second derivative is calculated directly (through its separate central
difference weights), thus avoiding unnecessary sequential differentiation error. The
differentiation is performed assuming equally spaced sampling and the results are not
scaled according to sampling frequency.
Before parameter calculation, the signal is low pass filtered at 40 Hz as numerical
derivation of noisy signals can be highly unstable.
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6.5. FFT Features
This feature extraction method relies on the Fourier transform and the algorithms for
its fast computation on digital signals (FFT). The extractor computes the signal’s FFT
and outputs spectrum amplitude information in the desired mode.
Frequency bands of interest can be passed to the extractor. For each of the frequency
bands, the extractor outputs a scalar or a sequence, depending on the chosen extraction
mode described below. If no bands of interest are passed, the whole spectrum is
considered.
The following extraction modes were implemented:
– Full: The amplitude samples from each specified band of interest are directly output
as a sequence.
– Average: The average amplitude is computed in each band of interest and output
as a scalar feature.
– Integral: An integral below the amplitude spectrum in each band of interest is
computed using the trapezoidal rule and output as a scalar feature.
Sampling of the spectrum can be increased for visualisation purposes by padding the
signal with zeros.
6.6. Raw Signal Features
This method cannot be considered true feature extraction as it returns a possibly down-
sampled, but otherwise untouched input signal. If specified, the signal can be filtered
with a custom filter beforehand to reduce noise. The extractor was implemented to
test the neural classifier’s ability to extract relevant information from relatively unpro-
cessed input data (further described in section 7.3. Neural Network Based Classification
Method).
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Classification algorithms build models from labelled training data and use them to
assign labels to new, unseen data. In the case of motor imagery based EEG classifica-
tion, the training data consists of features extracted from possibly multi-channel signal
segments, labelled according to the motor movements imagined at the time.
This chapter introduces the basics for classification in EEG based interfaces and men-
tions some of the approaches used in the field. It then presents the implemented linear
classification method and its validation. After that, the chosen neural network based
approach is described, along with its optimisation methods. The two implemented
methods are then compared on the available data sets described in chapter 3. Data Set
Descriptions. In the end, a real time experiment using the better performing classifi-
cation method is presented.
7.1. Fundamentals and State of the Art
Classification algorithms fall within the category of supervised machine learning meth-
ods where models are trained to associate inputs (feature sets) with known outputs,
which are in this case categorical class labels. Several model types with different at-
tributes can be used in classification but they all share some common properties.
Models are trained through minimising their defined cost functions. A cost function
usually describes the prediction error that would ideally be minimal, but sometimes
additional terms that define the model attributes are also introduced (regularisation,
as is described below). Linear models usually come with closed form solutions for
minimising the cost function.
7.1.1. Model Performance and Complexity
The trained models can be evaluated through their performance on training and unseen
data, i.e. training and test error, which describe the prediction accuracy on the data
sets. While the training error is important for determining whether the model learns
at all, the main goal is minimising the test error. Several methods are available for
estimating the model’s prediction error from a specific data set but the most widely
used is k-fold cross validation [56]. In this method, the data set is split into k equal
parts (folds), where k − 1 of them are used to train, and the last to test the model.
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This procedure is executed k times so the model is effectively tested on the whole
data set. Most commonly, 3, 5 or 10-fold cross validation procedures are used in
EEG applications, where higher k results in a more accurate estimate of the model’s
performance.
The ability of models to perform well on unseen data is called generalisation and it
depends on the complexity of a chosen model and its tendency to adapt closely to
training data [56]. The model complexity (also termed capacity in [57]) generally
depends on assumptions about statistical attributes of the data and the chosen model
properties.
If the model is too rigid and does not adapt well (low complexity), it might miss some
of the relevant attributes that influence general data trends. Such models have high
bias, as their predictions are consistently off by a certain amount in terms of mean
accuracy over the populations of training and test data. If, on the other hand, the
model is too complex and flexible, it might adapt too well to the training data and
confuse random noise for relevant information (overfitting). Such models have high
variance in the sense that they are very sensitive to their training set. Their mean
predictions are not biased, but the separate trained models cannot generalise well and
perform poorly on unseen data.
A typical relationship between model complexity and prediction errors can be seen in
Figure 7.1. The figure shows that as model complexity lowers, both training and test
error grow higher due to the model being too rigid. As complexity increases, the model
adapts too closely to the training set, resulting in a low training, but high test error.
The optimal performance of the classifier is reached when the prediction error is lowest
on the test data.
Figure 7.1: Training and test error in relation to model complexity. Image retrieved
from [56].
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The key to developing a good classifier of a chosen type is therefore in controlling its
complexity to find a balance between model bias and variance that works well for a
specific type of data. These so-called regularisaton methods control model complexity
by imposing restrictions on its shape and cost functions used in training. A lot of
these methods include hyperparameters which can be tuned to achieve the desired
level of model complexity. Regularisation is especially important in neural network
based classification methods, as is described in section 7.1.4. Neural Networks below.
7.1.2. Common Approaches
In EEG applications, the most widely used classification methods are based on linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), support vector machines (SVM), k nearest neighbours
(KNN) and approaches based on different neural network architectures [20, 58–60].
Additional approaches also include Bayesian classifiers and combinations of classifiers
[58]. In this thesis, LDA and a chosen neural network based approach were studied more
closely and their basics are presented in separate sections 7.1.3. Linear Discriminant
Analysis and 7.1.4. Neural Networks. Other methods are briefly presented below.
The k nearest neighbours method is perhaps one of the most intuitive approaches to
classification. The model is data itself, as the label for a new data point is found
based on the surrounding labelled instances in the feature space. Its complexity is
controlled through the k parameter that governs how many neighbours to consider
when determining new labels. While this method is quite simple, it can have high
computational complexity as the data set size grows, making it relatively inappropriate
for online use in its basic form.
The basic form of the support vector machine algorithm draws separating hyperplanes
between data classes based only on the data points closest to the boundary, striving
to reach maximum separation. SVM can be expanded as a kernel method able to also
produce nonlinear decision boundaries in the feature space [56]. SVM was generally
found to perform quite well on motor imagery data [59,61].
Bayesian classifiers, such as Bayesian quadratic and Hidden Markov Models are gen-
erative classifiers that compute the likelihood of each class and choose the most likely,
resulting in nonlinear decision boundaries [58]. In [62], parallel Hidden Markov Models
have been found to outperform some of the more classical methods for motor imagery
data classification.
By combining several classifiers in different ways, higher accuracy rates can be achieved.
Some of the more popular combination strategies in BCI research include boosting,
voting and stacking [58].
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7.1.3. Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) assumes normal distribution of the data with equal
covariance matrices and provides optimal separation if the assumptions are correct.
Classes are separated with hyperplanes in feature space, based on class centroid location
and distribution shape. An example for 2 classes with 2-dimensional features can be
seen in Figure 7.2. If the feature distributions are normal with equal covariances as in
the figure, LDA finds the class partition with minimum overlap.
Figure 7.2: LDA separation example for two classes with normally distributed
features in two dimensions. Image adapted from [56].
LDA is computationally very simple as a closed form training solution exists for the
basic model, and class labelling is a matter of matrix multiplication. It is therefore very
appropriate for real-time applications. LDA also makes some strong assumptions about
the data, making it a relatively rigid classifier. Because of these assumptions, the model
performs very well in high feature dimensions as it avoids the ”curse of dimensionality”
through assuming a linear separation function [56]. The basic model complexity can
be additionally controlled through regularisation methods with penalties on the cost
function, such as ridge regression, the lasso, etc. [56].
Because of LDA algorithm simplicity, adaptive methods that configure the classifier
online are used quite commonly [50].
7.1.4. Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are nonlinear statistical models inspired by the bi-
ology of the brain [56]. They are based on the idea of connecting many simple units
(neurons) into larger structures (networks) to achieve higher levels of complexity and
interpretation potential. Information presented below was found in [57].
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7.1.4.1. Basic Structure and Functionality
The most basic neural network architecture is the feedforward network, also called the
multi-layer perceptron. A simple example of such a network can be seen in Figure 7.3,
which will be used to present some basic concepts that are common to most neural
network architectures.
Networks are generally structured into layers and the example ANN consists of one
input, hidden and output layer. The input layer (bottom) holds the inputs to the
network which generally need to be appropriately normalised. The inputs are multiplied
by input weights and passed to the hidden layer (middle). There, they are at each
hidden unit summed and transformed by the chosen nonlinear activation function. As
the results are passed forward, they are multiplied again by the corresponding set of
weights. From the last hidden layer, the values are passed to the output layer (top)
where they are transformed for the last time by the chosen activation function. Note
that networks can also have multiple output units. Each layer is generally connected to
a constant bias neuron to account for the static intercept term in the functions. This
unit is usually not drawn for clarity.
Figure 7.3: Feedforward ANN example drawn in expanded (left) and compact (right)
style. Image retrieved from [57].
In Figure 7.3, two drawing styles for presenting the network components are visible. On
the left side, layers are expanded so each of the neurons is visible and scalar weights are
assigned to each of the arrows. The right side presents a more compact style, where
the input and hidden layers are concatenated into vectors. W indicates the matrix
of input weights and w the vector of hidden layer weights. The right style is more
appropriate for presenting larger architectures.
The inherent nonlinearity of neural networks stems from the above mentioned activa-
tion functions in hidden and output units. Most commonly, the logistic sigmoid or
rectified linear functions are used in those units and their choice significantly affects
the network’s learning speed and performance.
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7.1.4.2. Training
When used for classification purposes, the networks can be perceived as models trained
in a supervised fashion. Network inputs are in this case features extracted from data
and outputs are probabilities of the data point belonging to a specific class. The
cost functions are mostly defined in terms of differences between the calculated and
desired outputs. When training, the network therefore needs to be adapted to associate
input features with desired classes. This is achieved through modifying weight values
connecting the neurons.
Due to the nonlinear nature of neural networks, closed form training solutions are not
available and iterative approaches have to be taken. The most popular optimisation
methods for ANNs are based on gradient descent. This is an iterative method where
a minimum of the cost function is sought by computing its gradient at a current stage
and moving in its negative direction. With the appropriate training parameters, a
minimum will eventually be encountered although there is no guarantee that it will be
a global optimum. However, most local minima provide satisfactory results and global
solutions are rarely sought.
The stochastic gradient descent is a variation of the general gradient descent algorithm
which uses all of the available training data to estimate the gradient. The stochastic
variation of the algorithm processes the training data in randomly selected batches of
fixed size, as the name suggests. Traversing the whole data set in batches forms one
epoch and the networks are generally trained through several such cycles. Each batch
is used to estimate the cost function’s gradient with respect to the current network
parameters. A step in the negative gradient direction is then taken by modifying the
network parameters (weights) by a small amount in what is considered to be the right
direction. Modification starts at the output layers and continues backwards through
the network until it reaches the input layers, hence also the name ”backpropagation
algorithm”. The magnitude of network weight modification, or step size, is defined by
the learning rate parameter. The choice of this parameter is vital to training efficiency
and the ability of the network to even find an appropriate solution. If the parameter
is too small, the gradient descent will be stable but the learning will be too slow and a
solution may not be reached. If it is too large, the descent will be rapid but unstable
and possibly unable to settle at a minimum.
The learning rate can therefore be considered a model hyperparameter that needs
to be carefully optimised. To tackle this problem, several adaptive gradient descent
algorithms have been developed. Methods such as AdaGrad, RMSProp and Adam
adjust the learning rate with respect to the estimated cost function shape and gradient
values, resulting in faster and more efficient training.
7.1.4.3. Regularisation
One of the reasons why neural networks have grown in popularity is their flexibility and
ability to adapt to a wide range of tasks. According to the universal approximation
theorem, even a single hidden layer feedforward neural network with a defined type
of activation function can approximate any continuous function in a specified range,
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given enough hidden units [57]. That type of architecture is of course not practical,
but the theorem gives some perspective on just how flexible these models are.
However, this flexibility comes at a price. The network’s complexity grows with the
number of layers and hidden units, making it prone to overfitting. This is particularly
pronounced when large architectures are trained on relatively small data sets - over
many epochs of training, the networks begin over-adapting to specific sample features
that do not contain general information of the whole population.
Several regularisation strategies exist to control the model complexity and prevent
overfitting. Some of the most popular are listed below:
– Early stopping: This is perhaps the simplest and most intuitive regularisation
strategy which is based on monitoring the model performance during training on
a separate validation set. When error on the validation set reaches a minimum
the training is stopped - the model stops learning before it starts overfitting. This
strategy is quick and simple because it only requires finding the appropriate training
time, which is easily read from the model performance plot. The downside of this
technique is that it requires a significant amount of data: the training, validation
and test set, out of which only the training set is used to train the model.
– Weight decay: Weight decay is a regularisation strategy where an L2 norm penalty
is imposed on the network’s weights and added to the model’s cost function. The
weights can therefore not reach a large absolute value which limits the representa-
tional capacity of the model and thus prevents overfitting. The effect of the penalty
on the cost function is controlled by a regularisation parameter.
– Dropout: Dropout is a rather simple but sophisticated strategy of controlling over-
fitting. When training, units in the original architecture are ”dropped out” with a
defined probability. This forces each unit to learn to operate individually and extract
useful information from the training set. The method is essentially a form of train-
ing an ensemble of exponentially many networks with shared weights. However, [57]
states that when few labelled samples are available (less than 5000), dropout is less
effective.
These regularisation techniques can be applied to almost any type of network architec-
ture. However, the most appropriate strategy should be determined for each application
separately based on the data and chosen architecture properties.
7.1.4.4. Common Architectures
Several neural network architectures are appropriate for EEG based human-machine in-
terfaces. Perhaps the most widely used architecture is the regular feedforward network
presented in section 7.1.4.1. Basic Structure and Functionality. Feedforward networks
can effectively be used as nonlinear classifiers, provided they are sufficiently large and
regularised [58,63,64].
Another group of popular architectures are the convolutional neural networks, which
have been developed for image processing purposes and are also very successful in that
field. Their operation principle is based on automatically detecting and extracting fea-
tures from image data, gradually lowering input image dimensionality. Those features
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are then interpreted in higher layers of the network to produce classification results.
Feature extraction relies on kernels that are convolved across the image (hence the
name), identifying relevant attributes learned during the training phase. EEG data
can also be interpreted as images, considering the spatial electrode positioning and the
temporal dimension. In [65], deep convolutional neural networks were applied to motor
imagery data with great success, convolving over the spatial and temporal dimensions.
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are a group of neural network types designed for
processing sequences. They get their name from recurrent connections in their archi-
tectures, giving the network memory and allowing it to use past information for current
decisions. Regular RNNs face some problems when dealing with longer sequences and
their training is quite difficult as the errors have to be propagated back through time.
However, several variations were derived to mitigate these issues and RNNs are still
effectively used in EEG applications [66, 67]. In addition, approaches that combine
RNN methods with convolutional nets have also been used in EEG research [68,69].
7.2. Linear Classification Method
The linear classification method was developed as a benchmark for further comparison
and to validate that the implemented framework and signal processing procedures
functioned properly.
The chosen linear classification method was a group of LDA classifiers (refer to sec-
tion 7.1.3. Linear Discriminant Analysis), configured in a one-versus-rest scheme. This
means that for each of the motor imagery classes in a given data set, one LDA classifier
was trained against the remaining classes. For example, if the data set consisted of 4
MI classes, 4 LDA classifiers were trained.
The method was implemented using scikit-learn functionality within the Classifier
frame described in section 4.2.4. Classification Classes.
7.2.1. Validation Methods
The method and implemented functionality were validated through comparison to re-
sults obtained in [17]. Even though the article’s primary objective is comparison and
evaluation of selected spatial filtering methods (ICA variants, CSP, Laplacian filter),
those methods were compared based on the available data set described in section 3.1.
Reference Monopolar Data. The implemented functionality in this project was there-
fore validated by taking the same processing steps as the article and comparing the
results to their findings.
The exact experiments could not be reproduced as not all of the details are disclosed
in the article. Where exact parameters were not given, they were empirically chosen
through result comparison or methods used in other literature.
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7.2.1.1. Spatial Filtering
The Laplacian spatial filter was used on the data as a pre-processing technique. [17]
does not disclose what kind of second derivative estimation method was used, or how
many electrodes were used for this estimation, so the small Laplacian was chosen.
The small Laplacian corresponds to the method described in section 5.3. Laplacian
Derivation for Reference Monopolar Data, where 3x3 kernels are used for estimating
derivatives in specific electrodes. In the interests of accurately reproducing the results
in the article, no signal processing was performed prior to the application of the spatial
filter. However, the addition of a low pass filter may be beneficial due to instability
when estimating derivatives of noisy signals.
The article specifies that only 6 of the 22 electrodes were chosen for subsequent pro-
cessing, namely C3, C4, Cz, Cp1, Cp2 and Cpz (visible in Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.4: Selected electrodes from the reference data set used in the linear
classification method. Image retrieved from [17].
Note that the selected 6 electrodes do not lie on the edges or corners and the central
difference scheme could be used horizontally and vertically, giving a good derivative
estimate.
7.2.1.2. Feature extraction
The article [17] states that for each of the 6 electrodes, two logarithmic band power
features were used. The first frequency band was between 10 Hz and 12 Hz, corre-
sponding to the mu band. The other was the beta band, between 16 Hz and 24 Hz.
These frequency bands were chosen based on previous research which found that mo-
tor imagery affects signal power in the mu and beta bands above the sensory-motor
cortex [10]. However, the article did not specify the methods used for obtaining these
features.
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A window-based approach was taken for extracting the signal features, as is described
in chapter 6. Feature Extraction. First, the motor imagery trials of length 7.5 s (refer
to section 3.1. Reference Monopolar Data) were isolated from the rest of the data. The
trials were split into windows of length 1 s, with an 80% overlap (corresponding to
250 and 200 samples, respectively), giving a total of 33 windows per MI trial. From
the resulting windows, the two band power features were extracted from each of the
6 selected channels (refer to section 6.2. Band Power Features). The feature extractor
was configured to average the window band power so each channel ended up with two
scalar features.
7.2.1.3. Classification
The one-versus-rest LDA classification method was used, where four classifiers were
trained for the left hand, right hand, foot and tongue MI classes.
For classifier training, the article authors have used the trial time slice between 4.5 and
5.5 s (refer to section 3.1. Reference Monopolar Data), where they claim the features
are most discriminative. The same time slice was used in this case and the classifiers
were trained on windows whose centres fell between 4.5 and 5.5 s in the extracted MI
trials.
To obtain reliable classification accuracy estimates, trial based 10-fold cross validation
was performed. The extracted MI trials (of length 7.5 s) were grouped into 10 folds
and in each iteration, 9 were used for training and 1 for testing the classifier. From
the 9 training folds, windows with centres between 4.5 s and 5.5 s were used to train
the classifier. The classifier was tested on all windows from the testing trials (with
centres from 0 s to 7.5 s). The classification accuracies were averaged for each of the
testing trials, producing a temporal accuracy plot for each of the tested subjects. The
standard deviation of temporal prediction accuracies was also computed.
In the article, 8 out of the 9 available subjects were tested, although it is not specified
which and in what order, corresponding to the data set. Therefore, the tests were
done for every one of the subjects and averaged temporal classification accuracies were
plotted versus time. The obtained plots were then linked to the results in the article
through visual inspection and compared.
7.2.2. Results
The article presents temporal accuracy plots for two subjects, who were, through plot
comparison, found to be subjects 2 and 8. Their temporal accuracy plots can be seen in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6, where they are compared to their corresponding results from [17].
The solid blue line in Figures 7.5a and 7.6a represents the average prediction accuracy
through trial time and the shaded light blue region represents the standard deviation
of the prediction accuracy.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between (a) computed and (b) reference temporal accuracy
plots for subject 2. Plot (b) retrieved from [17].
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between (a) computed and (b) reference temporal accuracy
plots for subject 8. Plot (b) retrieved from [17].
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7.2.3. Analysis and Discussion
In Figures 7.5 and 7.6, classification accuracy starts at around 25% before cue onset,
when the subjects do not yet know which type of motor imagery to perform. At that
time, the signals do not contain any relevant information and prediction is equal to
random guessing (with 4 classes). After the MI cue, accuracy starts to rise as the
subjects begin to perform motor imagery. It reaches a peak in the middle of the trial
and starts to descend as the subjects lose focus. The accuracy peak takes place before
the training interval which suggests that for these two subjects, the optimal training
interval might lie sooner in the trials.
7.2.3.1. Validation
It can be seen from Figures 7.5 and 7.6 that the obtained accuracy plots closely resem-
ble the ones from [17]. Some differences are present because a lot of the parameters
and procedures used in feature extraction and classification were not disclosed in the
article and had to be estimated through testing. The changes in these parameters (e.g.
spatial filter configuration, band pass filter type), can greatly influence the resulting
classification accuracies. In addition, the temporal accuracy plots from the article have
very high temporal resolution which suggests that the signals were not split into win-
dows but instead subjected as a whole to the band power feature extraction method
which provided each discrete sample with its own set of features. Due to the fact that
the plots look similar despite execution uncertainties, it can be concluded that the data
set was loaded and manipulated properly, thus validating the implemented framework
and functionality.
7.2.3.2. Performance
The data set allows quite a reliable classification accuracy for subjects 2 and 8, consid-
ering that this is a 4 class problem. With only minor modifications, such as checking
for consecutive classification choices and deciding on a class only when a certain confi-
dence is achieved, the classification algorithm could already be used for control in real
time. It should also be noted that the measurements were done without feedback on
untrained subjects, so the results can be expected to improve with feedback training.
Despite high accuracy rates for subjects 2 and 8, [17] also reports significantly worse
results for other subjects, almost bordering on random guessing. This shows that there
are big differences in EEG signal attributes from subject to subject and the system
should be able to adapt to each individual for satisfactory performance. The frequency
bands, electrode position choices and filtering methods should be modified to fit each
subject separately. Of course, the results might again improve with further training.
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7.3. Neural Network Based Classification Method
As an alternative to the linear classification method, a neural network based approach
was taken with the goal of determining its effectiveness on motor imagery data. The
information and methods described in the following sections were found in [57].
7.3.1. Architecture Choice and Motivation
The benchmark classification method is based on LDA and draws linear boundaries
in p-dimensional space where each dimension corresponds to a certain feature type
extracted from a given window. While the linear boundary is optimal if the classes come
from Gaussian distributions with equal covariance matrices, it is quite rigid and might
be suboptimal when the distributions are not strictly Gaussian. A classification method
with a non-linear decision boundary is therefore a valid alternative. The features on
which LDA operates are mostly scalar values, computed from a data window of given
length. When computing these features, the temporal information in the window is
lost. An example of this is the band power feature: each window is described with
only its average band power and the temporal information is discarded, even though
it is available. To use this additional information, a classification method that is able
to process sequences is required.
The family of recurrent neural networks (RNN) is able to fulfil both of the requirements
mentioned above. Neural networks are in their essence highly non-linear and thus able
to produce non-linear decision boundaries. In addition to that, the RNN family was
designed to process sequences and can in this case use temporal data to aid with the
classification.
However, simple recurrent units face problems when dealing with longer series, as is
mentioned in section 7.1.4. Neural Networks. The band power feature can again be
presented as an example: when left as a time sequence, it has variable length depending
on both the sampling frequency and chosen window length. Simple recurrent units have
trouble learning long term dependencies due to vanishing (or exploding) gradients,
which is a problem solved by the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units [57,70,71].
LSTM based architectures are one of the most effective sequence modelling tools to
date and their gated unit structure allows them to learn which information in given
sequences is important and which can be discarded. This significantly mitigates the
vanishing gradient issue, which was also the motive for developing these gated units.
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Figure 7.7: An example LSTM unit. Image retrieved from [57].
An example of a single LSTM unit can be seen in Figure 7.7. In the unit’s core is its
internal state which is continuously updated based on its previous values (self-loop,
where the black square indicates a delay of a single time step) and current inputs. The
internal state holds relevant information about past events and serves as a basis for
the unit’s output. It is visible that the information flow in the unit is controlled by
several gates. The input gate controls which input information is allowed to update the
internal state and acts as a filter on the input data. The forget gate influences which
parts of the internal state are no longer relevant and can be discarded. The output
gate regulates which parts of the internal state will be output by the LSTM unit. All
of these gates are triggered by current inputs and the previous values of the internal
state (recurrent connection, black square again indicates single time step delay). The
network and gate inputs, as well as the recurrent connections, are regulated by weights
which are configured during network training. Many variants of LSTM cells have been
developed for different purposes but their performance is relatively similar.
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7.3.2. Implementation Details
The network architecture was therefore chosen to be based on LSTM units. The neural
classifier architecture, training and regularisation methods were implemented using the
Keras library [34] with Theano [35] backend. The methods were implemented within
the NeuralClassifier class described in section 4.2.4. Classification Classes.
7.3.2.1. Architecture
The network was designed to have possibly multiple layers consisting of LSTM units
and a single fully connected feedforward layer to interpret their results into classes.
The number of LSTM layers and their widths were left as hyperparameters to be found
through optimisation described in section 7.3.3. Coarse Hyperparameter Optimisation.
x
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Figure 7.8: Neural classifier with two LSTM layers (compact drawing).
An example architecture with two LSTM layers can be seen in Figure 7.8. Note that
the architecture is drawn in a compact style where each circle represents an entire layer,
i.e. a vector of units (refer to section 7.1.4. Neural Networks). The input layer x holds
the possibly multi-channel input sequence to be processed by the network. L1 and L2
represent two layers consisting of LSTM units. The recurrent connections drawn on
the two layers are symbolic to highlight the recurrent nature of LSTM units. Once the
sequence in x is processed by L1 and L2, it is passed to the fully connected feedforward
layer f that interprets the results. The number of nodes in the fully connected layer
depends on the number of classes to separate - if 4 MI groups are being classified, the
f layer holds 4 nodes. To allow probability based classification, their activation was
chosen to be the softmax function. By comparing probabilities of different MI classes
in the f layer, a label for the processed time sequence is predicted and stored as the
network output y.
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Figure 7.9: Unfolded neural classifier with two LSTM layers (compact drawing).
The label is predicted only once per processed input sequence x; the LSTM layers
process the sequence in a recurrent manner, but they pass only their final output to
the f layer. This configuration can be presented by unfolding the recurrent network
through time. Figure 7.9 presents the unfolded network when processing an input
sequence x of length N , where x[0] and x[N−1] represent the first and last elements in
the sequence. In the first step n = 0, the first element from the input sequence x[n=0]
is passed to the first LSTM layer and updates its internal state to L
[n=0]
1 . The L1 layer
passes its output to the second LSTM layer. At the next time step n = 1, the next
element from the sequence x[n=1] is passed to the L1 layer, along with its previous
internal state at L
[n=0]
1 (through the recurrent connection). These two inputs update
the state to L
[n=1]
1 . The second layer is updated in a similar fashion. This process is
executed until the sequence is fully processed by the LSTM layers (step n = N − 1),
at which point the outputs from the L2 layer are passed to the fully connected layer f
for interpretation.
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7.3.2.2. Training
The loss function was chosen to be categorical cross-entropy (described in [57]). The
logarithm in the loss function negates the exponential function in the fully connected
layer’s activation and thus prevents saturation, which allows faster training.
Optimisation of the model was gradient based, as is customary for highly non-linear
models with non-convex loss functions. The algorithm used was Adam [72], which is
an adaptive learning rate algorithm with incorporated momentum. It is stated in [57]
that the algorithm is fairly robust to its hyperparameter values, with the exception of
the initial learning rate. The learning rate was therefore left as a hyperparameter to
be optimised.
Training recurrent architectures is in general quite complex and slow as the recurrent
connections need to be taken into account when computing gradients for weight up-
dates. Optimisation is executed on unfolded graphs (such as the one in Figure 7.9),
with an algorithm called back-propagation through time. As the name suggests, the
output layer errors are propagated backwards through the network and through time
steps to find the weight updates.
The network was trained in minibatches of 50 trials for 200 epochs. The batch size
and number of epochs were determined empirically through preliminary testing.
7.3.2.3. Regularisation
To prevent network overfitting, the regularisation strategies presented in section 7.1.4.
Neural Networks were considered and the most appropriate method for the given data
sets was chosen based on its attributes.
Dropout was ruled out as the number of samples in the data sets is quite low. Early
stopping could not be used for the same reason: if the validation and test set were
taken out, there would be very little data left to train the model on. The chosen
regularisation strategy was therefore weight decay as it seemed most appropriate for
applications with limited data. Weight decay was applied to weights in the input
and recurrent connection of the LSTM layers, as well as on the final fully connected
layer. Decay intensity on these weight types was controlled through three regularisation
hyperparameters that were left to be optimised.
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7.3.3. Coarse Hyperparameter Optimisation
In the previous sections, several network parameter values that greatly influence the
network’s performance were left undefined:
– Number of LSTM layers: As the number of layers grows, so does the network’s
complexity and ability to learn higher level features from the input signals. However,
multiple layers also mean longer training and decision times.
– LSTM layer widths: A wide layer with multiple recurrent units also means higher
complexity, but not necessarily the ability to learn higher level features.
– Learning rate: The optimisation algorithm’s learning rate controls how fast and
successful the algorithm is in finding a minimum of the cost function. If the learning
rate is too low, convergence is stable but a solution may not be found in appropriate
time. If the learning rate is too high, convergence may not be guaranteed as the
algorithm cannot stabilise in the minimum. Although an algorithm that can adapt
step sizes based on the past gradient values is used, the initial learning rate choice
is still important for scaling.
– LSTM input weight decay: This parameter scales the weight decay penalty on
the weight matrices that multiply the inputs to LSTM units.
– LSTM recurrent weight decay: This parameter scales the weight decay penalty
on the recurrent connections’ weight matrices in the LSTM units.
– Feedforward network weight decay: This parameter scales the weight decay
penalty on the weight matrix in the final, fully connected layer interpreting the
results from the last LSTM layer into class probabilities.
These hyperparameters had to be tuned to achieve good classifier performance, which
was the goal of this optimisation procedure.
7.3.3.1. Methods
The optimisation was executed separately for each subject as a random search in hy-
perparameter space with the hope of finding similarities in parameter sets that work
well for all subjects.
The search was performed four times per subject on the following feature groups (refer
to chapter 6. Feature Extraction):
– Band power sequences, as described in section 6.2. Band Power Features. The
feature extractors were configured to output logarithmic band power sequences in
ranges of 8-12 Hz, 12-16 Hz and 16-28 Hz. The frequency bands were chosen empiri-
cally through performance and spectral information inspection. The sequences were
downsampled with the factor 4.
– Raw signal, where the raw signal was low pass filtered at 40 Hz with a 5th order
IIR Butterworth filter and downsampled with a factor of 4.
– FFT features in full mode, where the discrete amplitude spectrum was extracted
from the frequency band between 5 Hz and 35 Hz.
– Band Power and Raw Signal combined, where care was taken to ensure that
the sequences had matching length (equal downsampling factor of 4).
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Note that the used features are not scalar, but instead sequences that can be processed
by the LSTM network. When testing on reference data, the Laplacian spatial filter
was applied before feature extraction and only 6 chosen channels were later used (same
procedure as is described in section 7.2. Linear Classification Method). For other data
sets, no data pre-processing was performed and all of the available channels were used.
For each feature group, 1344 hyperparameter sets were randomly generated and tested.
The search interval and random generation methods for each of the parameters are
presented in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Coarse hyperparameter search ranges and generation methods.
Hyperparameter Range Random generation method
Number of LSTM Layers [1, 2] discrete uniform
LSTM layer width (each layer separately) [5, 100] discrete uniform
Learning rate [10−5, 10−1] log uniform
LSTM input weight decay [10−5, 100] log uniform
LSTM recurrent weight decay [10−5, 100] log uniform
Feedforward network weight decay [10−5, 100] log uniform
The number of layers was limited to 2 as the training time rises exponentially with
this parameter. For similar reasons, the maximum number of units in a layer was
limited to 100. The limits for weight decay and learning rate parameters were found
by comparing preliminary test results and orientation values in [57].
Each of the randomly generated hyperparameter configurations was evaluated in a
similar fashion as the linear classifier described in section 7.2. Linear Classification
Method. 5-fold cross validation was performed on trial data, where the trials were split
into windows of length 1 s with an 80% overlap. The model was trained on windows
whose centres fell between 4.5 s and 5.5 s in the trials and tested on all trial windows
from the test fold. Through validation, the true and predicted values for trial windows
were stored and later used to compute the average temporal prediction accuracy and
its standard deviation through the trials. In addition, the mean prediction accuracy
and standard deviation were computed for the time interval where the models were
trained (4.5 s to 5.5 s).
In summary, 1344 tests were evaluated for each of the 4 feature groups on all 6 subjects
coming from the three available data sets. This amounts to 32256 tests, where each
model was effectively trained 5 times during the cross-validation. Testing of such
magnitude was not possible on a single stationary computer so a parallel computing
approach was taken. The tests were split and computed on the cluster provided by the
Slovenian Initiative for National Grid (SLING) [73].
Once the test results were available, the first step was to determine which feature
group grants the best classification performance. To reduce the search magnitude and
preserve focus, hyperparameters were evaluated only for the found best performing
feature group. The search for optimal parameter values was structured and focused
on finding scalar solutions for as many parameters as possible. Where the results were
inconclusive and an optimum for all subjects could not be determined, an interval of
appropriate solutions was defined.
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7.3.3.2. Results
The test results are presented through 6 groups of box- and scatter plots, each focusing
on one hyperparameter in relation to network performance. The plotted data is grad-
ually limited as the hyperparameter values or intervals are narrowed. The complete
results consist of 6 plots per subject, which amounts to 36 figures. For clarity, only
one representative plot per hyperparameter is presented in this section. The full result
collection can be found in 10. Appendix A.
Overall, the classification accuracies could reach as low as 15% for reference data (which
has 4 classes) and 30% for bipolar and dry data (which have 2 classes). This shows that
improper hyperparameter selection can render the entire network incapable of learning
anything from the provided data, resulting in performance comparable to particularly
unlucky cases of random guessing. The poorly performing examples were not of interest
and some of the presented figures contain only the better performing networks with
appropriate hyperparameter sets. This allows a clearer representation of relationships
between the parameters and model performances.
Figure 7.10 presents an example influence of the feature group and number of network
layers on the classifier’s performances. Only the top 25% performing networks per
feature group are presented in the plot to increase resolution at the higher classification
accuracies.
Figure 7.11 was the basis for choosing the network layer width. The plotted data was
restricted to only include the top 25% performing networks with 1 layer in the BP
feature group.
In Figure 7.12, a representative relationship between the learning rate hyperparameter
and network performance is visible. The plotted data was restricted to the BP feature
and networks with 1 layer and width between 41 and 60 units.
The remaining three weight decay hyperparameters in relation to classification accuracy
for subject 8 from the reference data set can be seen in Figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15.
Plots for other subjects can be found in Figures 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 in Appendix A.
The presented data is again limited to include only examples with the BP feature, 1
network layer with width in interval [41, 60] and learning rate in interval [10−4.5, 10−3].
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Figure 7.10: Reference data set, subject 2: Mean classification accuracy of the top
25% performing networks with respect to the feature group and number of layers.
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Figure 7.11: Dry data set, subject 1, BP feature, 1-layer networks: Mean classification
accuracy of the top 25% performing networks with respect to the layer width.
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Figure 7.12: Reference data set, subject 2, BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width
in interval [41, 60]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to learning rate.
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Figure 7.13: Reference data set, subject 8, BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width
in interval [41, 60], learning rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification
accuracy with respect to the LSTM input weight decay.
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Figure 7.14: Reference data set, subject 8, BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width
in interval [41, 60], learning rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification
accuracy with respect to the LSTM recurrent weight decay.
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Figure 7.15: Reference data set, subject 8, BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width
in interval [41, 60], learning rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification
accuracy with respect to the feedforward network weight decay.
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7.3.3.3. Analysis and Discussion
Looking at Figure 7.10, along with the rest presented in 10. Appendix A, it is evident
that the band power (BP) feature group seems to perform best for most of the subjects,
along with the combined BP+Raw feature group. Raw signal features, as far as they
have been examined, do not appear to hold any relevant discriminative information.
Of all the groups examined, Raw signal features was the only one not to offer a classifi-
cation accuracy corresponding to more than random guesswork for any of the subjects.
Between BP and BP+Raw feature groups, the BP features are therefore favourable as
they offer the same performance at lower computational cost. The FFT feature seems
to perform slightly better than the rest for some subjects (Figures 10.2a and 10.2b in
Appendix A), but it should be noted that all of the classification accuracies are close
to 50% in those cases, which is essentially equivalent to random guessing as those data
sets consist only of 2 classes. In other cases, the best networks using the FFT feature
can sometimes reach similar performance to the BP, such as in Figures 10.1a, 10.1c
and 10.2c in Appendix A. However, the mean accuracy spread in those cases is wider
than that of the BP feature, indicating that the FFT feature is more sensitive to other
hyperparameter values (less robust). Considering these findings and due to its robust-
ness and high performance, the BP feature was chosen to be the most appropriate for
usage with the neural classifier. Further hyperparameter evaluation is therefore based
only on networks tested with the BP features.
From the same set of Figures (7.10, along with the ones presented in 10. Appendix A),
conclusions can also be drawn regarding the number of layers in the networks. For all
of the features, networks with 1 layer achieve similar classification accuracies with the
same variance as networks with 2 layers. For the BP feature, the best of the 1 layer
networks even seem to outperform their 2 layer counterparts, although the differences
may also be a result of random variation. The number of layers doesn’t appear to
affect network performance, but it has a big impact on training and prediction time.
The optimal number of layers for this application is therefore 1.
Figure 7.11, along with the ones in 10. Appendix A present the network performances in
relation to the layer width. Only 1-layer networks using BP features are considered in
this stage, as those two parameters have already been determined. For most subjects,
the layer width does not seem to have a very large impact on the model performance.
However, Figure 7.11 shows that for subject 1 in the dry data set, performance improves
with layer width, up to the interval [41, 60] and then it settles. A layer width of 50,
in the centre of the [41, 60] interval, was therefore chosen to be the most appropriate
for the given data sets. For all subjects, performances were not significantly better for
networks with wider layers and models with lesser complexity are generally favoured.
The next examined hyperparameter was the learning rate. In Figure 7.12, it is visible
that mean classification accuracy tends to rise from the learning rate’s lowest value
at 10−5 and settles on a plateau of best performance when the learning rate reaches
approximately 10−4.5. After learning rate passes 10−3, the number of poorly perform-
ing examples rises significantly. A similar pattern is present also with other subjects
(Figure 10.4 in Appendix A). It was therefore concluded that the optimal learning rate
interval is between 10−4.5 and 10−3.
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Once the learning rate interval was determined, the available data set had shrunk
considerably. On this restricted data, the relationships between remaining weight decay
parameters and model performance were examined from the graphs shown in Figures
7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 (in addition to Figures 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 in Appendix A). It can
be seen that for each individual parameter, certain weight decay values can result in
either a good or bad classifier, which means that performance depends on the combined
vales of these three parameters rather than their absolute values. Some local patterns
for specific subjects may be identified from the plots, but due to the restricted amount
of data any conclusions would be unreliable.
The analysis summary can be seen in Table 7.2, where the determined optimal hyper-
parameter values are collected (for the chosen band power feature group). Not all of
the parameters could be determined in this stage and were therefore passed for further
optimisation in section 7.3.4. Refined Hyperparameter Optimisation.
Table 7.2: Coarse hyperparameter optimisation results summary.
Hyperparameter Optimal value/interval
Number of LSTM Layers 1
LSTM layer width 50
Learning rate [10−4.5, 10−3]
LSTM input weight decay inconclusive
LSTM recurrent weight decay inconclusive
Feedforward network weight decay inconclusive
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7.3.4. Refined Hyperparameter Optimisation
In the previous section, some of the network hyperparameters could be determined
and some could not. The goal of this second stage of hyperparameter optimisation is
therefore to try to find concrete values for the remaining parameters that give good
network performance on all data sets.
7.3.4.1. Methods
This search builds on previous results as presented in section 7.3.3. Coarse Hyperpa-
rameter Optimisation, where both the best feature and the network architecture shape
were found, but the learning rate and weight decay parameters were left to be defined
more specifically.
Previous results showed that the combined values of weight decay parameters seem to
have some influence on model performance. This effect was used to shrink the search
space by fixing one of the parameters and letting the remaining two adapt to its value.
The chosen parameter to fix was the feedforward network weight decay, which was
picked because this layer represents the smallest part of the network and controlling
the LSTM weights seems more critical. The value was fixed to 10−3.5, which was found
to allow good network performances if other parameters are appropriate (Figure 10.7
in Appendix A) and imposes mild regularisation on the layer.
Only 3 hyperparameters have therefore been optimised in this stage. Contrary to the
coarse optimisation, only one list of test parameter sets was randomly generated and
used with all subjects from the data sets, which allowed a more direct performance
comparison. The optimised parameters, along with their according search ranges and
random generation methods are presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Refined hyperparameter search ranges and generation methods.
Hyperparameter Range Random generation method
Learning rate [10−4.5, 10−3] log uniform
LSTM input weight decay [10−5, 100] log uniform
LSTM recurrent weight decay [10−5, 100] log uniform
The generated hyperparameter configurations were evaluated in the same way as is
described in section 7.3.3. Coarse Hyperparameter Optimisation, substituting the 5-
fold cross validation with 10-fold. This gave better performance estimates for the tested
models and was possible due to the faster training times of single layer networks.
1024 random hyperparameter configurations were generated and tested on all 6 sub-
jects, resulting in a total of 6144 model evaluations. The tests were again split and
computed on the SLING cluster.
The obtained results were visualised and hyperparameter intervals were narrowed down.
In addition, the tested configurations were compared based on their performance on all
subjects in order to find a concrete hyperparameter set that works well in all cases. For
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every configuration, a loss value was computed from its resulting mean classification
accuracy (note that the same set of configurations was tested on all subjects):
Loss(c) =
∑
subj
accmaxsubj − accsubj(c) (7.1)
Where c is the hyperparameter configuration vector, accmaxsubj is the mean classification
accuracy of the best performing configuration for a specific subject subj, and accsubj(c)
is the mean classification accuracy obtained with configuration c for subject subj.
This resulted in low loss value scores for configurations performing closest to the best
performing parameter set. These could then be considered to be globally appropriate.
The loss values for all parameter sets were plotted and the configuration with lowest
loss was selected. This configuration was examined and compared to previously found
hyperparameter intervals.
7.3.4.2. Results
The results were visualised as three sets of 2D heat plots, where pairs of hyperparam-
eters were evaluated based on classification accuracy. This section presents the plots
for subject 1 from the dry data set as it was found to be most restrictive in terms of
hyperparameter values (Figures 7.16, 7.17 and 7.18). Plots for other subjects can be
observed in Figures 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 in Appendix B.
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Figure 7.16: Dry data set, subject 1, BP feature, 1-layer network of width 50: Mean
classification accuracy with respect to LSTM input and recurrent weight decay.
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Figure 7.17: Dry data set, subject 1, BP feature, 1-layer network of width 50: Mean
classification accuracy with respect to learning rate and LSTM input weight decay.
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Figure 7.18: Dry data set, subject 1, BP feature, 1-layer network of width 50: Mean
classification accuracy with respect to learning rate and LSTM recurrent weight
decay.
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Figure 7.19: Hyperparameter configuration loss values.
The computed loss values for the tested hyperparameter configurations can be seen in
Figure 7.19. Configurations with indexes 357 and 496 are visibly separated from the
rest by their lower loss values. The lowest loss value of 0.222 was scored by configuration
with index 357, which means that over all subjects, its classification accuracy was on
average 3.7% lower than the best. This parameter set is presented in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Hyperparameter configuration with lowest loss value.
Hyperparameter Value
Number of LSTM Layers 1
LSTM layer width 50
Learning rate 10−3.78
LSTM input weight decay 10−4.09
LSTM recurrent weight decay 10−2.10
Feedforward network weight decay 10−3.5
7.3.4.3. Analysis and Discussion
Observing Figure 7.16, it is evident that classification accuracy significantly drops if
the LSTM input weight decay value gets higher than 10−2. In addition, the number of
poorly performing instances is greater at higher values of the LSTM recurrent weight
decay parameter. Taking into consideration the other subjects in Appendix B which
show similar, even slightly less restrictive behaviour, it was concluded that the input
and recurrent weight decay parameters should be set to values below 10−2.
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Figure 7.17 shows similar behaviour in terms of the input weight decay, but also exhibits
the effect of learning rate on the model classification accuracy. It appears that best
performance is achieved when the learning rate is somewhere in the middle of the
interval [10−3.9, 10−3.3], which is confirmed on inspection of the remaining subjects in
Appendix B.
Figure 7.18 shows the combined effect of learning rate and recurrent weight decay on
classification accuracy and is slightly less clear than the other two due to the reduced
separation between well and poorly performing examples. This shows that the recur-
rent weight decay might not have a significant effect on the overall performance of
the models. However, the figure still shows that weight decay values below 10−2 in
combination with learning rate below 10−4 results in overall worse performance, which
is also the case for other subjects.
With these findings, the results of coarse hyperparameter optimisation presented in
Table 7.2 can be updated with the new, narrowed intervals. The updated optimisation
findings are collected in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Refined hyperparameter optimisation results summary.
Hyperparameter Optimal value/interval
Number of LSTM Layers 1
LSTM layer width 50
Learning rate [10−3.9, 10−3.3]
LSTM input weight decay [10−5, 10−2]
LSTM recurrent weight decay [10−5, 10−2]
Feedforward network weight decay 10−3.5
Any chosen hyperparameter configuration within the bounds presented in Table 7.5
should result in a reasonably well performing classifier. To further facilitate compar-
ison between methods, however, a single static configuration must be chosen. This
configuration was selected from the existing set of generated examples used in the sec-
ond stage of hyperparameter optimisation. From observation of the chart shown in
Figure 7.19, configuration with index 357 was found to perform best over all the tested
subjects. This hyperparameter configuration, presented in Table 7.4, was therefore
chosen to be most appropriate for further usage with the neural network based classi-
fier. Comparing that configuration with intervals in Table 7.5, it is also evident that
its values are within prescribed boundaries.
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7.4. Classification Method Comparison
The two implemented classification methods were compared based on the features that
allowed best classification performances. This section first describes the methods and
results for best feature selection and then continues to the actual comparison.
7.4.1. Best Feature Selection
For the neural classifier, the best performing feature group was already selected during
the process of coarse hyperparameter optimisation (section 7.3.3. Coarse Hyperparam-
eter Optimisation) in order to narrow the search space for parameter values. It was
found that the feature group of logarithmic band power sequences in ranges of 8-12
Hz, 12-16 Hz and 16-28 Hz was most appropriate for the LSTM classifier among the
tested groups. This section therefore presents only the feature selection for the linear
classifier.
7.4.1.1. Methods
For the linear classifier, the best feature was found through performance comparison on
all available data sets. The following features were compared (as presented in chapter 6.
Feature Extraction):
– BP: Scalar logarithmic band power features in ranges of 8-12 Hz, 12-16 Hz and
16-28 Hz
– AR: Autoregressive parameters with model order 7, which was found to be most
appropriate in section 6.3. Autoregressive Parameters
– Hjorth: Hjorth parameters
– FFT: FFT features in full mode, where the discrete amplitude spectrum was ex-
tracted from the frequency band between 5 Hz and 35 Hz
– All: All of the above combined
For every subject in each data set, the features were used with the linear classifier
described in section 7.2. Linear Classification Method. The evaluation procedure for
each feature was similar to the validation process described in the linear classifier’s re-
spective validation section. When testing on reference data, the Laplacian spatial filter
was applied before feature extraction and 6 chosen channels were used in classification
(C3, C4, Cz, Cp1, Cp2 and Cpz). For other data sets, no data pre-processing was
performed and all of the available channels were used.
For each feature, the classifier was evaluated through 10-fold cross validation, where the
trials were split into windows of length 1 s with an 80% overlap (similar procedure that
was used for linear classifier validation in section 7.2. Linear Classification Method).
The model was trained and tested on windows whose centres fell between 4.5 s and 5.5
s in the trials (testing was performed on unseen data in the test folds). The model’s
mean prediction accuracy and standard deviation were then calculated from obtained
results.
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For each individual data set, the mean classification accuracies, along with their corre-
sponding standard deviations, were displayed in the form of a bar plot. This was the
basis for determining the most appropriate feature to be used with the linear classifier.
7.4.1.2. Results
The resulting bar plots showing linear classifier performance with respect to used fea-
tures for the reference, bipolar and dry data set can be observed in Figures 7.20, 7.21
and 7.22, respectively. In the figures, mean classification accuracies are presented with
bar heights, and their respective standard deviations are shown by means of the black
vertical lines on top of the bars.
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Figure 7.20: Linear classifier performance with respect to used features for the
reference data set.
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Figure 7.21: Linear classifier performance with respect to used features for the
bipolar data set.
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Figure 7.22: Linear classifier performance with respect to used features for the dry
data set.
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7.4.1.3. Analysis and Discussion
For the reference data set in Figure 7.20, it is shown that for subject 2, most of the
feature groups perform similarly well, with the exception of Hjorth parameter features
which are slightly worse. For subject 8, however, the BP and All features seem to
outperform the rest by approximately 10%, where the latter consists of all the tested
features combined. The BP and All features achieve very similar mean accuracies
for both subjects, but the BP feature exhibits a lower standard deviation, lending it
greater stability. In addition, the BP feature offers lower computational complexity
and with it, shorter training and prediction times. For the reference data set, the BP
feature was therefore found to be most appropriate.
Considering the bipolar data set results presented in 7.21, the achieved accuracies
for subject 0 again seem very similar across the features, with AR and All features
displaying slightly higher standard deviations than the rest. Note also that the bipolar
data set consists of only 2 MI groups and is quite small compared to the reference
data set. This results in considerably larger prediction accuracy variances. For subject
1, the AR and Hjorth features appear to perform best, with the Hjorth parameters
offering a slightly lower standard deviation. For this data set, the Hjorth features were
therefore found to be the most appropriate choice.
The last, dry, data set presented in Figure 7.22 was larger than the former, which
resulted in overall lower variances. The data set again consisted of 2 MI classes and
for subject 0, none of the feature groups delivered favourable results. For subject 1,
however, the BP feature is a clear favourite as it delivered the highest mean prediction
accuracy with lowest standard deviation compared to other groups. The BP feature
was therefore chosen to be the most appropriate for the dry data set.
The BP feature was thus determined to be the most appropriate for 2 out of the 3
data sets and was therefore chosen as the overall best feature for the linear classifier
and a basis for further comparison. In the bipolar data set, where Hjorth features were
found to be most appropriate, the BP feature performed similarly well for subject 0
and slightly worse for subject 1, making it a reasonable alternative. The bipolar data
set is also the smallest and least reliable of the three.
7.4.2. Comparison
In the previous sections, the two implemented classification methods were optimised
for the three available data sets in terms of features and, for the neural classifier, also in
terms of hyperparameter values. The linear classifier (one-versus-rest LDA) performed
best with scalar logarithmic band power features in ranges of 8-12 Hz, 12-16 Hz and
16-28 Hz. The neural classifier performed best with sequence logarithmic band power
features in the same ranges. In section 7.3.4. Refined Hyperparameter Optimisation,
a hyperparameter configuration for the neural classifier that worked best among all
subjects was found (presented in Table 7.4). This configuration was chosen to be used
in this comparison. The goal of this section is to compare the found optimal classifiers
(with their corresponding feature extraction methods) and determine which is the most
appropriate for the available types of data and training paradigm.
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7.4.2.1. Methods
The classifiers were evaluated on each subject from the three data sets with a procedure
similar to the validation process described in section 7.2. Linear Classification Method.
No pre-processing was applied to the data before feature extraction, apart from the
Laplacian spatial filter on the reference data. 10-fold cross validation was performed,
where the trials were split into windows of length 1 s with an 80% overlap. The model
was trained on windows whose centres fell between 4.5 s and 5.5 s in the trials and
tested on all of the unseen trial windows from the test folds.
From the results, prediction accuracies and their corresponding standard deviations
were computed for the subjects and presented in the form of temporal accuracy plots.
Additionally, mean accuracies and standard deviations in the trial training interval (4.5
s to 5.5 s) were computed and collected in a table.
7.4.2.2. Results
The obtained temporal accuracy plots for the tested classifiers are presented in Figures
7.23, 7.24 and 7.25 for the reference, bipolar and dry data set, respectively. The results
for each subject are grouped in sub-figures, where the left plot corresponds to the linear,
and right plot to the neural classifier. The obtained mean classification accuracies and
standard deviation for the training time interval are collected in Table 7.6.
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Figure 7.23: Classifier temporal accuracy plots using the BP feature for subjects (a) 2
and (b) 8 from the reference data set. In (a) and (b), the left plot represents the
linear and the right plot the neural classifier.
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Figure 7.24: Classifier temporal accuracy plots using the BP feature for subjects (a) 0
and (b) 1 from the bipolar data set . In (a) and (b), the left plot represents the linear
and the right plot the neural classifier.
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Figure 7.25: Classifier temporal accuracy plots using the BP feature for subjects (a) 0
and (b) 1 from the dry data set. In (a) and (b), the left plot represents the linear and
the right plot the neural classifier.
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Table 7.6: Mean classification accuracies and standard deviations for the linear and
neural classification method in trial time interval from 4.5 s to 5.5 s.
Data set Subject
Mean accuracy [ ] Mean standard deviation [ ]
Linear Neural Linear Neural
Reference
2 0.643 0.667 0.071 0.070
8 0.454 0.414 0.074 0.110
Bipolar
0 0.651 0.655 0.138 0.163
1 0.536 0.534 0.156 0.159
Dry
0 0.462 0.520 0.099 0.077
1 0.717 0.692 0.091 0.140
7.4.2.3. Analysis and Discussion
For all subjects, the neural network based classifier seems to perform equally well or
slightly worse than the linear classifier. Observing Figure 7.23, showing the compar-
ison for the reference data set, it is evident that the classifiers are next to equal in
performance for subject 2. For subject 8, the neural classifier performs considerably
worse. For subject 0 in the bipolar data set (Figure 7.24a), the performance is again
similar. Subject 1 from the bipolar data set (Figure 7.24b) cannot be considered a good
comparison basis as the prediction accuracy seems random around 50% with quite high
variation. The same observation can also be made for subject 0 from the dry data set
(Figure 7.25a), where accuracy seems similarly random. For subject 1 from the dry
data set (Figure 7.25b), the linear classifier again seems to perform slightly better than
the neural. The same conclusions can be drawn from the data displayed in Table 7.6.
One of the possible reasons for this outcome could be the quantity of data. Generally,
deep learning approaches perform quite poorly with small data sets and the available
recordings were, in this sense, very limited. The linear method, on the other hand,
performs very well on relatively small data sets with high feature dimensionality. Per-
formance of the neural approach would therefore be expected to improve with the
amount of training data.
Another possible reason for such similar performance could be the training paradigm
itself. The window based approach and trial splitting works very well with scalar band
power features, as the average band power is effectively probed in defined time intervals
through the trial. The information potential of band power sequences, however, might
not have been used to its fullest by splitting the trials. When training the neural
classifier, several short band power sequences were extracted from different positions in
the training trial segment and were all treated equivalently. This might have prevented
the network from learning anything else but their average band power, which was then
associated with the class label. The temporal aspect of band power sequences therefore
might have not been used at all, which in the end resulted in similar classification
performance. Perhaps a higher accuracy could be obtained from the neural classifier
if the trials were instead used as a whole, without any splitting. This would require
larger amounts of data, but the network would also be able to adapt to subject-specific
band power characteristics through the whole trials.
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It has also been found that for most of the subjects, peak classification accuracy occurs
before the training interval. This suggests that performance might have been better if
the training interval was chosen earlier in the trials.
Overall, the linear classifier is, for the given data and training paradigm, a more ap-
propriate choice as it offers the same or better performance as the neural network
based method at significantly lower complexity. The LDA based classifier is robust,
deterministic and allows faster training through its closed-form optimisation solution.
The neural classifier, on the other hand, has a longer training time due to its nonlinear
nature and the chosen iterative optimisation methods. The classifier’s performance
also substantially depends on hyperparameter values which take quite some time and
effort to determine for a specific problem. However, the neural classifier may have the
potential to outperform the linear if a different training approach was taken and more
data was available.
7.5. Real Time Testing
Preliminary real time testing based on motor imagery was carried out using the de-
veloped software framework and the most appropriate classification method found in
section 7.4. Classification Method Comparison. The experiment was performed mainly
as a proof of concept and the real time performance of the system was not thoroughly
evaluated.
7.5.1. Methods
The experiment was performed by one untrained, able-bodied male subject aged 24,
who has previously participated as subject 1 in the recorded dry data set. The test
was based on two class motor imagery, where the subject imagined movement of his
left and right hand. The EEG signal was captured, amplified, digitised and streamed
to a dedicated computer using the same equipment and settings as are described in
section 3.3. Recorded Monopolar Dry Data. The recording setup can be observed in
Figure 7.26.
Taking into account the findings in section 7.4. Classification Method Comparison, the
linear one-versus-rest LDA classifier was chosen to be used in the tests, along with
the scalar logarithmic band power features in ranges of 8-12 Hz, 12-16 Hz and 16-28
Hz. The classifier was trained on data from subject 1 in the dry data set, using only
channels C3 and C4. From the available data, MI trials were extracted and split into
windows of length 1 s with an 80% overlap. The model was then trained on windows
whose centres fell between 4.5 s and 5.5 s in the trials.
The trained classifier, along with required supporting signal processing methods and
framework functionality, was then ported to the dedicated computer receiving the
live data stream. The received data was accumulated and passed to the classifier
in segments of length 1 s with an 80% overlap, mirroring its window-based training
paradigm. Only channels C3 and C4 were passed to the classifier. The process flow was
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Figure 7.26: Recording setup for real time testing.
similar to the one presented in Figure 4.4, with the exception of skipping the filtering
phase and feeding the data directly into the feature extractors which performed filtering
internally. With this setting, the classifier could produce a new label every 0.2 s.
The system’s behaviour proved to be quite unstable in the early stages of testing
and additional measures had to be taken in order to produce a functioning system.
The classifier was expanded with functionality to refrain from predicting a class la-
bel if its confidence was too low. The measure for prediction confidence was chosen
to be scikit-learn’s predict_proba() method of the implemented classifier. The
confidence thresholds were determined empirically through observing the system per-
formance and stability. The classifier therefore only produced a left or right hand label
if its respective prediction confidence was higher than the threshold. Additionally, a
label was only considered valid if the classifier produced it twice in a row.
Figure 7.27: Real time experiment with feedback target in initial position.
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In the experiment, live visual feedback in the form of a white square target on a
black background was available to the subject. A valid label produced by the classifier
caused the target to move a short distance in the left or right direction, depending
on the predicted class. If no valid label was produced, the target stayed still. The
feedback screen with the target in its initial position can be observed in Figure 7.27.
7.5.2. Results
The system was found to perform reasonably well at prediction confidence thresholds
of 0.95 for left hand and 0.45 for right hand motor imagery. With those settings, it was
evident that the target movement was influenced by the subject’s mental activity and
was not merely a product of random noise. In the best cases, the subject could steadily
move the target to the left and right edges of the feedback screen through continuous
focus on the appropriate MI class. Two sample target positions after continuous MI
can be observed in Figure 7.28.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.28: Real time target positions after continuous left (a) and right (b) hand
motor imagery.
However, the subject’s ability to reliably control the target deteriorated significantly
with increasing fatigue. As the subject lost focus, the target exhibited quivering be-
haviour due to random misclassification. The system was found to be very sensi-
tive to noise from the environment and electrode contact with the skin, especially for
the ground and reference electrodes. The prediction confidence threshold values also
seemed to be quite sensitive to external and subject related noise.
The implemented system was responsive and exhibited no noticeable lag between sub-
ject mental activity and target movement. The developed framework could process
the provided input data stream in an efficient and timely manner, appropriate for the
implemented real time application.
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7.5.3. Analysis and Discussion
In the best cases, the subject was able to steadily control movement of the target
through motor imagery, which proves that the system could in principle already be
used in real life applications. It would, however, still need a considerable amount of
tuning before any such usage as its performance seemed relatively poor and unstable
in a number of trials.
The task at hand was physically and mentally tiring for the subject because a high
level of focus and minimal body movement were crucial for a successful trial. As the
subject grew increasingly fatigued with time, he lost control over the target. The cause
of this might be in different brain activity patterns that appeared when the subject was
tired and could not be interpreted by the system. This is not surprising as it usually
takes a number of weeks of training before a subject is able to reliably and comfortably
use such an EEG-based interface. The performance issue could therefore be partially
resolved through subject training and collecting additional data to train the classifier.
As the leads and electrodes were not shielded, the system stability depended consider-
ably on external noise. The tests were not performed in an isolated chamber and the
equipment was subjected to noise from the power grid and several electrical appliances.
An additional source of noise was also electrode movement on the skin and ensuring a
stable contact could further improve system reliability.
The software framework with the implemented functionality was found to work very
well with available hardware in the experiment. The framework allowed stable process-
ing and classification of real time EEG data with no noticeable lag and the transition
from offline to online operation could be executed fairly quickly. It could, however,
still be improved through adding functionality for quantitatively evaluating the system
real time performance. An additional upgrade could be adaptable prediction confi-
dence thresholds which were found to be considerably dependent on external noise and
fatigue of the subject.
Overall, the experiment was a successful proof of concept which validated the main
idea and functionality implemented within the frame of this thesis.
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Within the frame of this thesis, the following was achieved:
1. A software framework that supports EEG signal filtering, feature extraction and
classification was implemented and successfully used in the project.
2. Two motor imagery data sets were recorded with two types of EEG recording
equipment, making use of wet and dry electrode types, in monopolar and bipolar
montage.
3. A comparison between chosen FIR and IIR digital filter instances showed that
the latter is more appropriate for EEG applications that require low delay and
computational complexity.
4. A Laplacian spatial filter for a chosen data set was designed and successfully used
in the project.
5. A band power feature extraction method was implemented and validated, showing
that it can bear discriminative information between motor imagery classes.
6. An AR modelling based feature extraction method was implemented and a se-
lected parameter estimation approach was compared to several others. An opti-
mal model order was also found for a segment of EEG data.
7. Additional feature extraction methods based on FFT and Hjorth parameters were
implemented and successfully used in the project.
8. A linear, LDA based classification method was implemented and validated with
respect to a published article, showing that the approaches and experiments in
this project were executed correctly.
9. An LSTM neural network based classification method was implemented and op-
timised in terms of network architecture shape, learning rate and weight decay
parameters. The optimisation was executed in two stages and optimal hyperpa-
rameter intervals were found, along with an example configuration that performed
best for the given data sets.
10. It was found that the band power feature allows best classification accuracy with
both the linear and neural network based classifiers for the given data sets.
11. A comparison between the linear and neural classification method showed that
in the given conditions, the linear approach is preferable due to its similar per-
formance, higher robustness and lower complexity.
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12. A real time experiment using the developed framework and linear classification
method was successfully performed.
In summary, this work produced a functioning software framework for EEG signal
processing and classification. Several filtering and feature extraction methods were
implemented within the framework and evaluated on motor imagery data. It was found
that the band power feature mostly works best, but performance is very dependent on
the test subject. Classifier comparison showed that for small data sets and given
training approach, the simpler choice of classification method is more appropriate.
8.1. Future Work
The software framework was designed to be easily expandable and adding additional
functionality is fairly straightforward. The currently implemented methods are fo-
cused mainly on processing motor imagery data and adding functionality for handling
other mental strategies could greatly improve usability. Additionally, a graphical user
interface could be developed to make the framework more accessible and easier to use.
The currently implemented temporal filters can remove or isolate selected frequency
components from the signal, which is good for removing noise in frequency bands dif-
ferent from the area of interest. However, the implemented digital filtering techniques
are not capable of removing some forms of noise from the recordings without also re-
moving a good portion of the relevant signal. Eye blink artefacts, for example, are not
periodic and require advanced adaptive methods for successful suppression. Adding
such approaches to the framework functionality could improve the overall system per-
formance.
When processing dense electrode arrays, spatial filtering also plays a big role. Within
this project, the Laplacian spatial filter was manually designed for a specific data set.
Manual design is cumbersome and prone to errors, so an automatic transformation
based spatial filter design for arbitrary electrode placements would be very beneficial.
Additionally, the framework could be expanded with more advanced spatial methods,
such as common spatial patters, which have been found to work exceptionally well with
motor imagery data.
The implemented feature extraction methods were evaluated retrospectively, after the
classifier had been tested on all data sets. A useful addition would therefore be methods
for determining the information content of individual features, which would enable the
user to choose appropriate features for a specific application without the need for
extensive testing. Alternatively, dimensionality reduction procedures such as PCA
could be implemented and used to shrink the feature space.
An idea for a potential feature extraction method is also in the use of autoencoders -
neural architectures which attempt to copy their input to their output. Their usefulness
lies in their hourglass shaped architecture, meaning that the input is effectively shrunk
to a small number of parameters in the middle, which are then converted back again to
mimic the original input. This set of parameters therefore concisely describes the input
signal and could effectively be used as a set of features for implemented classifiers.
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Concerning the implemented classification methods, an improvement could be made
on the side of the neural classifier. The training paradigm could be changed so the
network would process whole trials instead of their split windows, as is described in
section 7.4. Classification Method Comparison. This could improve the overall classifier
performance, but would require more training data.
The set of classification methods could also be expanded with other approaches that
were found to work well in EEG applications, such as SVM based methods and con-
volutional neural networks. The latter were found to show great promise, but again
require a significant amount of data to train properly.
When using neural network based approaches, exploring their inter-subject generali-
sation capabilities could also be interesting. The first step could be to test the best
performing networks for one subject on the others without re-training and compare
their prediction abilities. In the next step, a network could be trained on combined
data from all subjects and compared to the previous findings. It would also be inter-
esting to see if this network could produce a good basis for individual training: instead
of starting from randomly initialised weights, the individual subject networks could
be trained from this starting point, hopefully reducing the overall training time and
possibly even improving performance.
Finally, the implemented framework and functionality could be used in practical ap-
plications such as real-time wheelchair control or signal based communication. The
framework’s design allows a fast conversion from offline to real-time processing proce-
dures and results have shown that for selected subjects, both implemented classifiers are
able to differentiate between at least two classes. Performance and reliability would
of course improve with subject training and the framework could already become a
valuable tool for people with disabilities.
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10. Appendix A
This appendix contains the resulting figures from section 7.3.3. Coarse Hyperparameter
Optimisation for all subjects from the data sets. A total of 36 figures are grouped by
their hyperparameter focus.
To avoid excessively long figure descriptions, the full names of the data sets are ab-
breviated. The ”reference”, ”bipolar” and ”dry” data set refer to the sets described
in sections 3.1. Reference Monopolar Data, 3.2. Recorded Bipolar Wet Data and 3.3.
Recorded Monopolar Dry Data, respectively.
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Figure 10.1: Mean classification accuracy of the top 25% performing networks with
respect to the feature group and number of layers. (a) Reference data set, subject 2.
(b) Reference data set, subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0.
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Figure 10.2: Mean classification accuracy of the top 25% performing networks with
respect to the feature group and number of layers. (a) Bipolar data set, subject 1.
(b) Dry data set, subject 0. (c) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 10.3: BP feature, 1-layer networks: Mean classification accuracy of the top
25% performing networks with respect to the layer width. (a) Reference data set,
subject 2. (b) Reference data set, subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d)
Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry data set, subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 10.4: BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width in interval [41, 60]: Mean
classification accuracy with respect to the learning rate. (a) Reference data set,
subject 2. (b) Reference data set, subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d)
Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry data set, subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 10.5: BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width in interval [41, 60], learning
rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to the LSTM
input weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference data set, subject
8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry data set,
subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 10.6: BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width in interval [41, 60], learning
rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to the LSTM
recurrent weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference data set,
subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry
data set, subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 10.7: BP feature, 1-layer networks, layer width in interval [41, 60], learning
rate in interval [10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to the
feedforward network weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference
data set, subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1.
(e) Dry data set, subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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11. Appendix B
This appendix contains the resulting figures from section 7.3.4. Refined Hyperparame-
ter Optimisation for all subjects from the data sets. A total of 18 figures are grouped
by their hyperparameter focus.
To avoid excessively long figure descriptions, the full names of the data sets are ab-
breviated. The ”reference”, ”bipolar” and ”dry” data set refer to the sets described
in sections 3.1. Reference Monopolar Data, 3.2. Recorded Bipolar Wet Data and 3.3.
Recorded Monopolar Dry Data, respectively.
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Figure 11.1: BP feature, 1-layer network with width 50, learning rate in interval
[10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to LSTM input and recurrent
weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference data set, subject 8. (c)
Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry data set, subject
0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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Figure 11.2: BP feature, 1-layer network with width 50, learning rate in interval
[10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to learning rate and LSTM
input weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference data set, subject
8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry data set,
subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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11. Appendix B
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Figure 11.3: BP feature, 1-layer network with width 50, learning rate in interval
[10−4,5, 10−3]: Mean classification accuracy with respect to learning rate and LSTM
recurrent weight decay. (a) Reference data set, subject 2. (b) Reference data set,
subject 8. (c) Bipolar data set, subject 0. (d) Bipolar data set, subject 1. (e) Dry
data set, subject 0. (f) Dry data set, subject 1.
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